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Abstract

This thesis investigates the effect of inequality on the demand for status goods

in presence of social comparisons. The analysis is conducted under different ways

of pricing those goods. When individuals care about their ordinal rank in the dis-

tribution of income, a rise in the income of the poor forces the rich to increase their

demand for status goods. When prices are exogenous, the adjustment in demand

arises through an increase in the variety of status goods. When prices are endoge-

nously determined by a small number of monopolists, it arises through an increase

in the price, allowing the monopolists to receive larger profits. The most interest-

ing result of this thesis is that, if a single monopolist supplies all the status goods,

its optimal strategy is to supply a very small variety of status goods at a very high

price, implying that the monopolist does not promote distortion in consumption.

In an extension of the model, the definition of status is modified and consists of

the cardinal rank in the distribution of income. In this case, a rise in the income of

the poor leads the rich to decrease their demand for status goods if the society is

affluent. This result allows a redistribution of income from the rich to the poor that

improves the welfare of both the poor and the rich. Such redistribution is more

easily implementable in the case of a single monopolist.
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1 Introduction

Neoclassical economic theory assumes that individuals’ well-being depends solely on
the absolute amount of commodities they consume. However, economists and social
scientists have long recognized that in addition to direct satisfaction derived from con-
sumption, individuals care about how their consumption relates to that of others and
how outsiders perceive them in terms of wealth. This theory goes back to ?, who argues
that concern for status is a characteristic of human beings and leads wealthy individu-
als to advertise their wealth through lavish spending on visible goods. He coined the
term conspicuous consumption to describe such a behaviour. It wasn’t until 50 years
later that preferences taking social comparisons into account were first formally mod-
elled by ? (?). Despite this notable progress, the concept of social comparisons has been
neglected thereafter. It is only in the last decades that there has been a renewed inter-
est for it. Since then, many authors have introduced the concern for status into their
utility function and investigated how this consumption behaviour affects the demand
for status and normal goods, in comparison to cases where solely absolute consump-
tion matters. It has been shown that concern for status leads individuals to spend too
much money on status goods (later on also referred to as ”conspicuous goods”) thus
diverting consumption from normal goods towards status goods and driving to sub-
optimal welfare levels (??). In most of these studies, it is assumed that any quantity of
status goods can be purchased at any exogenous price. However, more recently, au-
thors have investigated how pricing of status goods affects the demand in equilibrium.
For instance, ? shows that restricting the supply of status goods, forces individuals to
pool around more expensive goods, allowing the supplier to set higher prices and to
receive larger profits.

Some empirical studies show that not only rich individuals engage in conspicuous
consumption, as indicated by ?, but also poor individuals spend a surprisingly large
share of their income on status goods (??). This consumption behaviour seems to arise
at any income level and hence is harmful to all individuals in terms of welfare. In
particular, some authors investigate how wealth inequality affects the extent to which
individuals care about status, and therefore affects their demand for status goods (???).
Such analyses can be used to predict how income distribution influences the distortion
in consumption due to social comparisons and may lead to implementing appropriate
policies to improve individuals’ welfare. The introduction of micro-founded individ-
ual consumption behaviour to better predict macroeconomic issues is quite new and
deserves in-depth investigation.
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Until now, theoretical models addressing how inequality affects the demand for sta-
tus goods have assumed that status goods are available at any price and in any quan-
tity. However, as previously mentioned, the way of pricing status goods plays an im-
portant role in the determination of the demand in equilibrium. This thesis contributes
to the field of conspicuous consumption insofar as the relationship between inequality
and demand in presence of social comparisons will be addressed under different ways
of pricing status goods.

In a first step, several theoretical models of conspicuous consumption will be anal-
ysed. They provide a basis, on which my model is constructed. In a second step, I
develop a model in which poor and rich individuals are assumed to care about their
consumption of normal and status goods and, in addition, about status. Status is de-
fined as the individual’s relative position in the distribution of income, also called or-
dinal rank. Consequently, individuals’ decisions are strategic and individuals seek to
signal their wealth through the purchase of status goods. Furthermore, individuals are
assumed to prefer normal goods over status goods at each consumption level. It fol-
lows that in equilibrium, only the rich purchase status goods in order to differentiate
themselves from the poor.

The relationship between inequality and demand will be addressed when prices
of status goods are exogenous and the variety is unrestricted, and when prices are
endogenously determined by firms. In the latter case, three ways of pricing status
goods are considered. In the two first cases, the variety of status goods is fixed and
determined either by a large number or a small number of monopolists, each supplying
one status good. In the third case, one monopolist supplies all the status goods.

In this model, changes in equality in a given society can either come from changes
in income, or from changes in population frequencies. It will be shown that, whichever
the way of pricing status goods, solely a change in equality resulting from a change in
the income of the poor affects the demand for status goods. More specifically, an in-
crease in the income of the poor fosters the competition for status. This forces the rich
to increase their spending on status goods in order to dissuade imitation by the poor
and in order to be granted a higher status. However, depending on how status goods
are priced, the adjustment in demand can either arise through an adjustment in the
variety of status goods or through an adjustment in status goods prices. In summary,
greater equality within the society resulting from an increase in the income of the poor
fosters the distortion in consumption. On the contrary, if a single monopolist supplies
all the status goods, it will be shown that its optimal strategy is to offer a very small
variety of status goods at a very high price. This result constitutes the main contribu-
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tion of this work and has interesting policy implications. First, preventing competition
in status good markets may considerably decrease distortion in consumption and im-
prove social welfare. Second, it suggests that innovation in such markets is bad in
terms of individuals’ well-being.

This thesis further seeks to emphasize the importance of the definition of status. In
fact, depending on how status is specified, the impact of inequality on demand may
differ considerably. For this purpose, an extended model will be developed in order
to consider the case in which individuals care about how far they are from others in
terms of income, also called cardinal rank. In this case, an increase in equality follow-
ing a decrease in the numerosity of the poor has an impact on the demand for status
goods. In fact, it decreases the status of the rich and thus the incentive of the poor to
imitate the rich. Consequently, rich individuals can decrease their demand for status
goods and still be perceived as rich. Moreover, an increase in equality following a rise
in the income of the poor can lead to two different results. On the one hand, if the
income of the poor is below a certain threshold, an increase in the income of the poor
leads the rich to increase their demand for status goods. This is because the difference
between the status associated to being perceived as rich, and the status associated to
being perceived as poor is large. Consequently, the incentive of the poor to make the
third party believe they are rich is high. This leads to a strong competition for status
and forces the rich to increase their spending on status goods. On the other hand, if
the income of the poor is beyond a certain threshold, an increase in the income of the
poor leads to a decrease in the purchase of status goods by the rich. This is because the
difference between the status of the rich and the status of the poor is small. Therefore,
the incentive of the poor to imitate the rich is lower than before and the rich can de-
crease their purchase of status goods. The latter result suggests that a redistribution of
income from the rich to the poor may improve the welfare of both groups of individ-
uals. It will be shown that such redistribution can achieve higher social welfare under
certain circumstances. In particular, we will see that it is easier to determine income
redistribution that makes both the poor and the rich better off in the case of a single
monopolist supplying all the status goods than in the case where prices are exogenous.
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2 Literature Overview

Commodities partly exist in order to satisfy needs in terms of consumption and peo-
ple experience pleasure when consuming them (??). In this line of thought, neoclas-
sical economic theory assumes that the well-being of individuals depends solely on
the absolute amount of commodities they consume. But this is not the only role of the
existence of commodities. Economists and social scientists have long recognized that
consumption of specific goods is also used as an instrument to display social status and
to achieve a certain position in society (??). Indeed, in addition to direct satisfaction de-
rived from consumption, individuals may care about how their consumption relates to
that of others and how outsiders perceive them in terms of wealth. This theory stems at
least from ?, who argues that concern for status is a characteristic of human beings and
leads wealthy individuals to advertise their wealth through lavish spending on visible
goods. He coined the term conspicuous consumption to describe such a behaviour (?).

We may be of the view that concern about relative position involves jealousy and
that this vicious character trait should not be taken into account when making deci-
sions in terms of public policy. However, today’s world functions in such a way, that
it is barely possible not to consider how we relate to others. For instance, a job promo-
tion depends on how others perform. Furthermore, parents should save for retirement
but at the same time may want to guarantee their children’s future. To do so, Amer-
ican families save less in order to purchase houses in the region of the best schools.
Since families share the same purpose, the demand for such houses is large and this
contributes to considerable rises in home prices. It results that children attend schools
they would have attended if parents had spent less. Therefore, positional concerns
may arise for reasons other than envy and hence must be taken into account (?).

Concern for social status has been increasingly given attention by economists in
both theory and empirical works. For instance, ? conduct an empirical study to inves-
tigate whether status consumption arises in real life. For this purpose, they choose four
categories of women’s cosmetics products with different brands. A sample of women
was asked to rank the four categories with respect to their social visibility and then
to rank the different brands of a same category with respect to their preferences. The
authors find that the most visible goods have a zero price-quality correlation, whereas
the least visible cosmetics have a positive price-quality correlation. This result sug-
gests that women care more about the quality of goods that they intrinsically value.
Quality seems to be less important for goods purchased to display a certain social sta-
tus. They further show that income and occupational status significantly determine
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the propensity to buy conspicuous goods. Indeed, women with higher income are
more likely to consume conspicuous goods. All in all, evidence exists that shows some
cosmetics products are used to display social status and that status-buying is a reality.
? also shows that individuals indulge in conspicuous consumption. In particular, he
aims to find the explanation of the variation in the income elasticity of goods. We know
that household budget shares spent on necessity goods decrease with income, whereas
household budget shares spent on luxury goods increase with income. In fact, goods
have different income elasticities but the reason for these differences is unknown. What
is it that makes some commodities used as necessity goods and some others as lux-
ury goods? The author conducts an empirical study and finds that income elasticities
can be predicted from the visibility of consumer expenditures. More specifically, the
visibility of goods, defined as the speed with which outsiders notice a household’s ex-
penditures on different commodities, can explain a substantial part of the variation in
income elasticities. The most visible goods are cigarettes, cars, clothing, furniture, jew-
elry, while the bottom of the list mainly encompasses services. Moreover, the fact that
income elasticities are largely explained by the visibility of goods, provides evidence
that consumers have a strong motivation to indulge in conspicuous consumption. It
supports Veblen’s theory, which argues that consumption of specific goods not only
provides satisfaction as an end in itself but also serves as a signal of wealth.

Some authors study whether certain populations are more likely to indulge in con-
spicuous consumption than others. ? show that Blacks and Hispanics spend a larger
amount of income on conspicuous goods than Whites. They conduct their analysis
on three different status goods, cars, jewelry and clothing. The difference in conspic-
uous expenditures can be explained by racial differences in preferences but also and
more interestingly, by status seeking. In fact, it may be the case that all individuals
have the same preferences but some external characteristics of the economic environ-
ment make some individuals care more about social status. In fact, they find that the
amount of money spent on conspicuous consumption depends on the distribution of
income of the reference group. It should depend positively on own income but because
being perceived as belonging to a poorer reference group has negative informational
impacts, conspicuous consumption should be negatively related to the average income
of the reference group. Indeed, Whites, Blacks and Hispanics belong to different ref-
erence groups with different average income. This constitutes an explanation for the
difference in conspicuous expenditures, even if races have the same preferences. This
result suggests that not only rich individuals engage in conspicuous consumption as
argued by ? but such a behaviour can arise at any income level. Indeed, ? support
this hypothesis. They investigate how the poor spend their money and find that poor
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individuals spend an unexpectedly low share of their income on food. For instance,
the rural poor in Mexico spend less than half of their revenue on food. We may expect
the remainder of poor individuals’ income to be spent on goods they highly need. In-
stead, among the non-food commodities on which they devote a share of their income,
spending on alcohol and cigarettes dominates. The poor also spend large amounts of
money on festivals such as weddings, funerals, or religious festivals. These findings
may suggest that conspicuous consumption takes place among the poor too. In fact,
consumption of alcohol and cigarettes is visible and so are festivals. They can there-
fore be used to show that their status is not as low as one might think. This result is
consistent with the findings by ?. They collected data from households in Jaffna, Sri
Lanka to conduct their study. This society that was rather collective post war, has been
increasingly evolving towards an individualistic society during the last ten years. This
change has led to shifts in consumer behaviour. They find that after civil war, poor
individuals strive to imitate others in terms of consumption patterns. They consume
conspicuous goods not only to increase their chance of coming into contact with high-
ability or middle and upper class individuals, but also to display social status and show
that they are better off than before. Finally, we observe that conspicuous consumption
is a behaviour that also concerns poor individuals. The prevalence of consumption of
these kinds of goods among poor individuals does not seem to alleviate poverty (?).
Instead, such consumption behaviour seems very costly to the poor. They often fail to
make efficient investments and savings that would eliminate the need of eating less in
response to a decrease in their income. Spending on status goods and thus inefficient
signaling equilibrium could lead to persistence of poverty. ? provide an explanation
for the positive relationship between income and savings, that is consistent with the
consumption behaviour described previously. They argue that individuals with high
human capital have discernible ability and thus need less to make use of conspicu-
ous consumption to signal their abilities than do poorer individuals without certified
success.

Note that conspicuous consumption does not only affect economic growth but also
welfare. ? state that even if real income has increased over the period for which hap-
piness data exists, happiness has stagnated. This phenomenon cannot be explained by
conventional growth models. In 1974, ? already observed that self-reported happiness
depends rather on relative income. This suggests that the consumer’s desire to achieve
social status may be a determinant of the above acknowledgement. In fact, ? stresses
the fact that conspicuous consumption is context dependent. It means that it strongly
depends on the decisions of others. For instance, satisfaction derived from consump-
tion of goods depends much more on the decisions of others rather than satisfaction
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derived from free time. This indicates that people spend too much time at work in or-
der to purchase consumption goods and take too little time for their leisure, like family,
friends and so on than would be optimal in terms of welfare. Indeed, concern for status
diverts consumption towards signaling, involving suboptimal welfare levels (?). It is
therefore interesting to investigate how the distribution of income affects conspicuous
consumption, and thus welfare in order to find policies likely to improve social welfare
(???).

Note that, up to now we have considered conspicuous goods that directly indicate
a certain wealth, like luxury goods. Even if only these kinds of goods will be taken
into account in the present work, it is interesting to note that there exist other indirect
means used to display wealth. For instance, the purchase of pro-environmental green
products is naturally associated with altruistic behaviour. However, some individuals
purchase green products to show their ability to incur the cost of owning a good that
benefits others but which is of inferior quality than other non-green products (?). It fol-
lows that not only altruistic people purchase these kinds of goods but also people who
seek to achieve high status. A positive consequence of this result is that status competi-
tion can lead to pro-environmental behaviour. Similarly, ? show that non-anonymous
donations may be driven by status motives. They find that some individuals donate to
be perceived as rich individuals even if they do not have warm-glow feelings.

All in all, there is strong evidence consistent with conspicuous consumption and
more and more economists have introduced concern for status into the utility function
when developing their model. We can distinguish two broad manners of modelling
the concern for status. First, status can be understood as a characteristic of human
behaviour. Human has an intrinsic motivation to achieve status. As a consequence,
we can model it by introducing status directly into the utility function and a signaling
game would be needed to find the reaction functions. In 1949, ? is the first to formally
model such a behaviour (?). He chose to enter concern for status interdependency di-
rectly into the utility function. More specifically, the individual’s utility function is
defined over the ratio between his own consumption and the consumption of others.
According to him, an individual is less concerned with the absolute level consumption
than by relative levels of income. ? also uses interdependent preferences, in which
status is defined as the rank in conspicuous consumption. He shows that if people care
about their ordinal rank in the distribution of consumption of conspicuous goods, also
referred to as status goods, there is an inefficiently high level of conspicuous consump-
tion. It suggests that policy aiming to reduce spending on status goods may be welfare
enhancing. Second, status can be viewed as an instrument to display one’s wealth but
does not provide direct satisfaction. If an agent is associated with high status, he will
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be rewarded with better consumption opportunities. In this case, matching models
would be used to model status concern. In the next section, we will analyse theoretical
models, on which my work is based.
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3 Theoretical Framework

Several economists have developed different models that account for individuals’ as-
piration for social status. It is of great importance to analyse these models in order to
understand how to specify the utility function in my model, to understand the con-
sequences of different underlying assumptions and to get the intuition regarding the
effect of inequality on demand.

3.1 Benchmark Model

? developed a model of conspicuous consumption with many status goods. In their
paper, the authors analyse the aspiration of consumers to achieve social status by sig-
naling their wealth through consumption of status goods. In particular, they explore
the conditions under which the desire to reach a certain status implies ”Veblen effects”.
”Veblen effects” arise when consumers are willing to pay a high price for a good, even
if there exists a qualitatively identical good at a lower price. Their analysis is of great
interest for the present thesis, since they address which signal the agents choose when
there are different ways of signaling their wealth. Furthermore, the specification of the
utility function used in my model is based on the specification of the agents’ utility
function by ?.

In their model, households are endowed with resources y, which they can allocate
between two types of goods. The first category consists of many ”conspicuous” goods,
which differ with respect to quality. Quality is denominated by q, with q ∈ [q, q̄]. Their
characteristics and the quantity consumed are observable. The second type of good is
an ”inconspicuous” good. It means that it is consumed privately and not observed by
others. By assumption, it is supplied in fixed quality and is used as the numeraire. Let
v(q) denote the quantity purchased of the conspicuous good with quality q, and let e
denote the total conspicuous expenditures. Let N denote both the quantity purchased
of the inconspicuous good and the total inconspicuous expenditures. This holds since
the normal good is used as the numeraire.1 We thus end up in a framework with many
status goods and one normal good. Since this model is atemporal, resources might be
interpreted as income, total consumption, or wealth (?).

The households fall into two categories: rich households (R), which are endowed

1To facilitate the understanding, I use the same notation as in my model in the whole analysis of
the different models. In the model by ?, resources are denoted by R, the quality-weighted quantity
of conspicuous goods is denoted by x, the quantity of inconspicuous goods is denoted by z and total
conspicuous expenditures are denoted by s.
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with resources yR, and poor households (P), which are endowed with resources yP,
with yP < yR. The frequency of poor and rich households is denoted by β and (1−
β), respectively. It should be noted that the distribution of the households’ income is
discrete. Furthermore, their type is private information.

Each household cares about its total quality-weighted conspicuous consumption,

V ≡
q̄∫

q
µ(q)v(q)dq, its inconspicuous consumption, N, and an action, s, taken by the

representative social contact. The variable µ(q) is assumed to be common for all house-
holds and increasing in q. It follows that every agent puts a higher weight on high-
quality goods than on low-quality goods. What they mean by social contact is that
individuals who are perceived as being rich by the outsiders are rewarded with pref-
erential treatments by social contacts. In others words, those individuals achieve a
higher status and they receive a greater payoff than individuals perceived as being
poor. In summary, this variable captures how a representative social contact perceives
the household’s wealth from the observation of the household’s signal, and responds
by an appropriate action. It results that the status-bearing object, i.e. the object whose
distribution in the population is thought to grant status, is given by the endowment
of resources one is believed to own (Bilancini and Boncinelli (2012)). It is important
to note that, in this case, status is modelled such that payoffs depend on the percep-
tion of one’s absolute type rather than on the perceived relative position. However,
what matters for individuals is their relative economic standing. Finally, total utility
of household of type i= R,P is given by Ui(Vi, Ni, si). By assumption, Ui(·) is increas-
ing, continuous and strictly concave in each of its arguments. Since the utility function
is increasing in inconspicuous consumption level N, consumers will spend all their
residual resources that are left after having chosen the conspicuous quality-weighted
quantity, V, to buy inconspicuous goods. As a result, the budget constraint holds with
equality. Therefore, we can rewrite the utility function as Wi(Vi, ei, si). Note that with
this specification of the utility function, the intrinsic value of status matters.

It is worth emphasizing that larger quantity is a perfect substitute to higher qual-
ity in the above utility function specification. Consumers value their total quality-
weighted conspicuous consumption V, regardless of how they choose the variety and
corresponding quantities.

Regarding the production side, conspicuous goods can be produced by a large num-
ber of firms. These firms are divided into two groups, incumbents and entrants. All
firms can produce the same range of qualities, q ∈ [q, q̄], and conspicuous goods are
otherwise identical. We notice that the supply of status goods is not fixed and depends
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on consumer behaviour.

In the first-best allocation, firms will produce quality levels that minimize the cost-
quality ratio. By assumption, there is a unique solution to this problem and the quality
produced at the minimal cost is called the first-best quality level, qF. Furthermore, each
firm produces a single product, which is branded, such that social contacts can readily
identify the producer of the good. Incumbents are endowed with an advantage over
entrants: consumers purchase the product from an incumbent, unless they can strictly
increase their utility by buying it from an entrant.

The game is divided into two phases. In the first one, Bertrand competition takes
place, where firms choose qualities and prices they want to offer. In the second one,
each household observes the prices announced by the firms and selects bundles. In
addition to prices, social contacts observe brand labels, qualities and quantities, so that
they can infer each household’s quality-weighted quantity, V, and then draw infer-
ences about the household’s wealth. It follows that households can signal their wealth
through two different ways, namely quality-weighted price and quality-weighted quan-
tity. Note that the selection of brands purchased by consumers does not matter, since
consumers are completely indifferent between bundles with the same quality-weighted
quantity and with the same total conspicuous expenditures. If a household signals its
type through buying higher quality-weighted quantities of conspicuous goods, no Ve-
blen effects take place. If instead a household is willing to pay a higher price for a
functionally equivalent conspicuous good in order to signal its wealth, Veblen effects
arise. Households may be willing to pay more than the minimal amount needed to
acquire conspicuous goods because social contacts observe it, and doing so increases
the probability of being identified as rich households. On the contrary, it would not
be rational to spend more than the minimal amount needed to obtain a given quantity
of the inconspicuous good. The latter is only valuable in itself and does not help to
achieve a higher status. Therefore, in order to get maximum utility, households must
buy as many inconspicuous goods as possible with their residual income. It implies
buying them at the lowest price. Note further that in either case does conspicuous
consumption serve as a signal of wealth. It should be noted that consumers’ decisions
are strategic, since they have to anticipate choices of other households in making their
optimal choice in order to achieve the intended status. We end up in a signaling game.

Status is defined in such a way that individuals with larger conspicuous expendi-
tures are granted with higher status. It follows that rich households have an incentive
to distinguish themselves from the poor. Hence, the equilibrium is separating and
households are correctly identified (?). In order to achieve such an equilibrium, we
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need several conditions. First, the incentive compatibility constraint ensures that no
household wants to deviate after having selected its optimal bundle. It can be shown
that if poor individuals do not want to deviate then rich individuals do not want to de-
viate neither. In other words, poor households’ utility when consuming their optimal
bundle must be larger than their utility when imitating the consumption behaviour
of rich households. Second, the household’s choices of conspicuous quality-weighted
quantity and total conspicuous expenditures must be feasible, i.e., they must satisfy the
budget constraint. Third, to achieve a separating equilibrium, social contacts, which
observe VR (VP) and eR (eP) must infer that the household is rich (poor) with certainty.
Finally, the choices must be optimal given the inferences of social contacts.

In fact, social contacts also observe which brands are purchased. However, since
consumers care only about the quality-weighted quantity of conspicuous goods and
total conspicuous expenditures, regardless of the firm from which they purchase their
status goods, observing brands does not help social contacts to infer the individuals’
type.

We now address the strategy of poor households in the separating equilibrium
where social contacts perfectly identify them. Poor households get the lowest treat-
ment by social contacts and are granted the lowest status. As a result, it is useless to in-
crease their quality-weighted quantity or their quality-weighted price to try to mislead
social contacts. They only need to choose feasible bundles such as to maximize their
intrinsic utility. For this purpose, they buy conspicuous goods at the lowest quality-
weighted price, which allows them to consume the maximum quality-weighted quan-
tity of conspicuous goods. It is crucial to emphasize that poor households still purchase
conspicuous goods as they derive satisfaction from consuming them.

In order to analyse the equilibrium further ? make the assumption that the single-
crossing property holds. This property is primordial in signaling models, since it must
be satisfied in order to end up in a separating equilibrium. More specifically, it ensures
that conspicuous consumption is more costly in terms of utility for poor households
than for rich households and thus rich households are more willing to signal their
wealth compared to poor households.

The authors find that Veblen effects cannot arise when the single-crossing property
is satisfied. As far as poor households are concerned, we have seen that it is opti-
mal to buy conspicuous goods at the lowest quality-weighted price. Regarding rich
households, they have several ways to dissuade imitation by poor households. They
could choose to pay more than the minimal amount for their quality-weighted quan-
tity. But this would not be optimal since they could increase their utility by purchasing
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a larger quality-weighted quantity at a lower quality-weighted price, while prevent-
ing imitation by poor households. This stems from the single-crossing property, which
ensures that an increase in the quality-weighted quantity and a decrease in the quality-
weighted price make rich households better off, while making poor households who
imitate worse off. Thus, the poor do not want to deviate. In summary, rich house-
holds choose to signal their wealth through higher quality-weighted quantity rather
than through higher quality-weighted price. Because each household purchases its
conspicuous quality-weighted quantity at the lowest quality-weighted price, each firm
is forced to set its product’s price at the marginal cost and only conspicuous goods of
first-best quality are produced. This results from Bertrand competition.

The authors also investigate the equilibrium when the single-crossing property is
not satisfied and show that Veblen effects can arise in this case. More specifically, they
address the case of tangency of the two indifference curves, which is unlikely to hap-
pen in reality. That is why we do not go into detail.

In summary, this model consists of many status goods modelled through different
qualities or brands. Also, the authors describe their model rather as a one-status-good
model with many brands. In their setup, higher quality is a perfect substitute to higher
quantity and consumers are totally indifferent regarding the variety of conspicuous
goods they select insofar as the quality-weighted quantity of status goods purchased
remains unchanged. Therefore, the present model does not help to understand which
status goods households consume, to signal their wealth. It is also important to note
that the supply of conspicuous goods and prices are continuous and not fixed. They
result from the consumers’ choices. In fact, households can signal their wealth through
the quantity of conspicuous goods they are willing to consume or through the price at
which they purchase them. Therefore, their choice of quantity and price of conspic-
uous goods influence the supply made by the firms. In the present model, we have
seen that if the single-crossing property is satisfied, all the households purchase the
cheapest status goods and therefore signal their wealth through the quantity of status
goods they purchase. As a consequence of Bertrand competition, firms are forced to
supply their conspicuous goods at the lowest price equal to the marginal cost. They
receive zero profit. This result suggests that it is difficult to rationalize the purchase
of ”luxury” brands, when the single-crossing property holds and when the supply of
conspicuous goods is not restricted. ”Luxury” brands are defined as goods sold at a
price above the marginal cost and, in equilibrium those brands are of identical quality
as other brands sold at a higher price. The single-crossing property seems rather real-
istic, and thus the result of this paper is not distorted by the latter assumption. This
model is in contrast with a model where the supply of conspicuous goods is restricted.
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Conspicuous goods could be supplied either at fixed prices or in fixed quantities. In
such a context, individuals have only one way to signal their type. If prices are fixed,
they can display their wealth through the quantity of conspicuous goods they con-
sume. If the quantity supplied is fixed, their single choice is to differentiate themselves
by purchasing status goods at a higher price. It follows that firms can charge a higher
margin on their products and receive positive profits. We will investigate such cases in
section 3.2.1 and in my model.

3.2 Related Literature

Several authors have introduced concern for status into utility functions. Depending
on the particular aspect they want to explore, their model takes different forms.

For instance, ? developed one of the simplest model of conspicuous consumption
(?). In his model, consumers also value both normal and status goods and in addi-
tion, care about others’ perception of their status. The individual’s private utility from
consumption of quantity V of the status good and quantity N of the normal good is
denoted by u(V, N).2 As always in signaling models of conspicuous consumption, con-
sumption of status goods is visible, whereas consumption of normal goods is not. The
individual’s status is defined as spectators’ inference about his utility level and is de-
noted by s = u(V, g(V)), where g(V) is the inference of the unobservable quantity of
normal goods, N, consumed by the individual from the observation of the consump-
tion of quantity V of status goods. Formally, the utility is assumed to be given by
U = F(u(V, N), s) = F(u(V, N), u(V, g(V)). In particular, the author suggests spec-
ifying the utility function as U = (1 − a) f (V, N) + a f (V, g(V)). This specification
indicates that consumers weigh two utilities: private utility and status defined as their
utility as perceived by others. The parameter a describes weights denoting the impor-
tance of status relative to private utility. It allows analysing how the intensity of the
concern for status affects the demand for status goods. It is of great importance to note
that u(V, N) is increasing and strictly concave in V and N, and has a non-negative
cross-derivative. The first property of the function u(·) implies that individuals spend
all their residual income after the purchase of status goods to buy normal goods. The
next properties of u(·) correspond to the conditions, under which the single-crossing
property is satisfied. This means that the marginal utility of visible goods is larger for
richer than for poorer individuals. In other words, consuming status goods to signal
one’s wealth is more costly for poor individuals than for rich ones.

2In the model by ?, the quantity of the status good is denoted by v and the quantity of normal goods
is denoted by w.
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Note that, in contrast to the model by ?, this setup encompasses only one status
good and one normal good. We also observe that the utility function is increasing in
status and that higher status is associated with higher conspicuous consumption. This
is equivalent to the case where social contacts treat households perceived as being rich
better in the model by ?. In this model, to form beliefs about an individual’s utility
level, outsiders must first infer his consumption of normal good from the observation
of his consumption of status goods in order to be able to infer his income and then his
utility level. Therefore, the definition of status is similar to the paper by ?, where social
contacts draw inferences about one’s wealth. In both papers, outsiders form beliefs
about one’s absolute type, but what matters for individuals is their relative position in
the distribution of consumers’ type, also called ordinal rank. Let us further emphasize
that, in the paper by ?, consumers have only one way to display their wealth, which is
through the quantity of conspicuous goods they consume. ? have shown that agents
buy the cheapest visible goods when the single-crossing property holds. Therefore,
providing agents with the quantity of conspicuous goods as the single signal of wealth
does not distort the analysis. If agents would have the possibility to display their
wealth through prices, they all would choose to buy the cheapest status goods, as the
supply is unrestricted.

It should further be noted that the distribution of consumers’ type consists of a con-
tinuum of consumers, who differ with respect to their income; this results in a contin-
uous distribution of consumers’ type. Therefore the definition of the fully separating
equilibrium differs slightly from the definition of the separating equilibrium in the
paper by ?. The existence of a continuum of consumers implies that spectators’ infer-
ences must be correct for all income types. It is important to mention that it is possible
to identify consumers’ type correctly, only if the visible good can be purchased in any
amount. If, however, this good could only be purchased in discrete quantities, partial-
pooling equilibria would arise. This case will be analysed by ? in section 3.2.1.

Regarding the equilibrium, the author finds that consumption is distorted due to
the need of signaling one’s status. It means that concern for status leads consumers to
purchase too many visible goods and they therefore reach inefficient utility levels. This
suggests that a tax on status goods could help increasing the utility of all consumers.
? further addresses the extent of utility losses due to status-seeking by using different
numerical values for the weights of status compared to direct utility, a. To find explicit
solutions, he uses a quasi-linear direct utility function. He finds that if status effects are
small (a small), the distortion in consumption is not high for consumers with middle
to high income. However, for low-income consumers, who would not purchase any
visible goods when they do not value status at all, the marginal loss of utility from
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consuming status goods is much higher. If status effects are large (a is large), the in-
come propensity to consume the visible good is very large for low-income households.
“... this explains how it is that people who cannot afford to properly feed their children
may still give them expensive birthday presents” (?). In summary, as consumers assign
higher weights to status, their conspicuous consumption increases.

3.2.1 Pricing of Conspicuous Goods in Signaling Models

When individuals have concerns about status, it automatically implies that they take
into account others’ beliefs about their type from the observation of their consump-
tion decisions. For this reason, the use of a signaling model is needed. Up to now, we
have analysed models in which utility functions were defined over status, and over
two types of goods, i.e., normal and status goods. However, some authors have devel-
oped models with so-called reduced-form preferences. In such preferences, the price
of status goods enters the utility function directly. This is in contrast to the theory of
conspicuous consumption by ?. According to him, utility should be defined over con-
sumption and status, and not over consumption and prices. Naturally, prices affect
status in equilibrium, but this effect should be derived and not assumed (?). The mod-
els by ? and by ? are faithful to the latter theory, and models in the present section
disagree on that point.

Two authors are worth mentioning, since they have recently contributed to the field
of status’ concern. In their paper, they investigate how the willingness to achieve high
status affects the pricing of conspicuous goods.

Rayo (2013) studies a signaling model, in which a single monopolist selects the set of
signals available. The monopolist can thus manage the supply of conspicuous goods.
Consumers’ type, θ, is continuously distributed, where the type may denote the in-
dividual’s wealth. The utility function is given by U(π, e; θ) = πv(θ) − e, where π

denotes the public perception of the consumer’s absolute type and is equal to the aver-
age type across all consumers that, in equilibrium, buy the same signal. Note that v(θ)
corresponds to the marginal utility of others’ beliefs and is assumed to be increasing
in the type. This ensures that the single-crossing property is satisfied. It means that
rich individuals value status more and are therefore willing to pay more in order to be
perceived as rich individuals. Indeed, from the logic of general signaling models, sep-
arating equilibria require that wealthier individuals have a higher incentive to signal
their wealth in order to benefit from preferential treatments. Let e depict the amount
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that the consumer pays to acquire the chosen item3.

In contrast to the two models described earlier, we observe that individuals care
about the perception of their absolute wealth and not about their relative position in
the distribution of consumers’ type. In other words, what matters for individuals is
their cardinal rank as opposed to their ordinal rank. This distinction is relevant when
analysing the effect of the income distribution on the demand for status goods. We
will study this case in section 3.2.3. However, in this model, where pricing of status
goods is addressed, the above specification of status does not affect the results in a
specific way. Moreover, in contrast to the models by ? and by ?, normal goods do not
appear directly in the utility function. However,−e captures the fact that the larger the
amount of money spent on conspicuous goods, the less income left to purchase other
goods and the lower the individual’s utility. Note further that only the indirect effect
of status goods is taken into account. In fact, the consumption of status goods does not
increase utility per se, but rather increases the level of outsiders’ beliefs. It follows that
conspicuous consumption takes place only for its signaling benefit.

In the present paper, a monopolist offers a menu of signals, which are defined as
money amounts he is willing to advertise. The consumer selects only one item from the
menu, from which price and quantity cannot be distinguished. The author addresses
the effect of restricting the variety of available items on the demand for conspicuous
goods and then on profit. He finds that the monopolist can increase its profit by lim-
iting the set of goods it supplies, when consumers are willing to signal their status.
Indeed, the restriction forces the continuum of consumers to pool around some more
expensive items. When the supply of conspicuous expenditures is restricted, some in-
dividuals are forced to pay a larger amount to be considered as having a certain income
than would have been necessary if a continuum of conspicuous expenditures would
have existed. This allows the monopolist to increase its profit. The author gives a sim-
ple example to illustrate the mechanism above. Let us say that, at the beginning, the
monopolist offers a menu of five rings with prices $1, $2, $3, $4, $5. If the monopolist
decides to remove the $3 ring from its menu, there will be a positive impact on profits
if consumers have a signaling motive. On the one hand, the elimination of the $3 ring
will lead to a lower status associated with the $4 ring. Thus, some wealthier consumers
will even select the $5 ring. On the other hand, the average wealth of consumers pur-
chasing $2 ring increases and thus higher status is associated to this ring. This will
encourage $1 ring consumers to buy the $2 ring. All in all, profits increase.

It is worth mentioning that, what is observed by outsiders and what matters for

3In the model by ?, the amount paid to the monopolist is denoted by t.
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individuals are the total conspicuous expenditures, e, and not the combination price-
quantity. We have seen that, when the single-crossing property holds and the supply
of status goods is not restricted, individuals purchase the cheapest status goods (?). As
a result, only total conspicuous expenditures matter. In the present model, the single-
crossing property is satisfied but the supply is restricted. That is why individuals may
be forced to pay a higher price for the item in order to display their wealth when the
available quantity does not suffices to achieve a certain status. Consequently, the items,
i.e. amounts of money, differ not only with respect to quantity but also with respect to
price. We further observe that the monopolist has the power to direct consumer choices
through its pricing strategies. It can manipulate the consumers’ beliefs. In fact, concern
for status allows it to increase its profit by pooling customers around the desired items.
In sum, unlike the paper by ?, ? can explain why individuals purchase ”luxury” goods.
When the supply of conspicuous goods is restricted, concern for status leads some
individuals to buy status goods at a higher price enabling them to be assigned a certain
economic standing.

? also addresses how the supply side reacts to consumers’ desire to display their
wealth. More specifically, in this model individuals might have an interest in quality
and/or an interest in image. This results in four categories of consumers. As in the
model by ?, the distribution of consumers is discrete. Note that concern for image is a
broad concept, to which concern for economic standing may belong. The form of the
utility function is very close to the one by ? and is given by Uθρ(q, p, s) = θq + ρλs− p,
where θ is equal to one if the consumer cares about quality, q, and zero otherwise. It re-
flects the marginal utility of quality when the consumer has an interest in it. Similarly,
ρ is equal to one if the consumer cares about image, s, and zero otherwise. ρλ repre-
sents the marginal utility of image when the consumer accounts for image. It follows
that λ describes the weight put by the individual on image compared to quality.4 The
image is specified as the outsiders’ inferences about a consumer’s concern for quality,
i.e. a consumer’s absolute type. It is defined as the expectation of an individual’s qual-
ity preference parameter from the observation of his purchasing decision. Again, we
observe that the utility is increasing in image, i.e. in status, and decreasing in price.
The interpretation of the utility function is the same as in Rayo’s model. However,
individuals may care about quality in addition to concern for status.

Regarding the supply side, a single monopolist offers a menu of quality-price items,
from which the consumer selects only one or none of them. In establishing its supply,
the monopolist takes into account which image will be associated with each of his

4In the model by ?, quality is denoted by s, image is denoted by R, the interest in quality is denoted
by σ and the interest in image is denoted by ρ.
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products in equilibrium. Like in Rayo’s model, the consumer’s type is unknown, and
therefore perfect price discrimination is impossible. However, in contrast with Rayo’s
model, status is not signaled through an amount of money, but rather through a choice
of a quality-price pair.

In my model, it will be assumed that consumers have the same utility function and
therefore the same preferences regarding status. That is why we focus on Friedrich-
sen’s benchmark case, where consumers have homogeneous image concerns. It follows
that only heterogeneity in quality preferences remains and we are left with only two
types, which differ with respect to their quality interest. Here, heterogeneity in qual-
ity preferences is exogenously given. However, if it was determined endogenously,
we could argue that it stems from differences in income. In fact, in a macroeconomic
model with non-homothetic preferences, income level affects the structure of demand.
It can be illustrated through different demands for quality, where richer households
purchase goods with higher quality. It results that people having an interest in quality
can be interpreted as rich households, and people without any interest in quality as
poor households. In the end, the framework of the analysis would be similar to the
paper by ?. Two types of households, differing with respect to their income/quality
concerns, have the same preferences for status. However, in this model, individuals
care about the perception of their absolute type, i.e. their quality preferences, also in-
terpreted as their income.

? analyses separating equilibria, in which quality concern is correctly identified.
Compared to the case where individuals do not have any interest in image, consumers
with image concerns get a higher utility from buying a product, which is bought by
high-type consumers, i.e. consumers, who care about quality. Consequently, the mo-
nopolist can charge a higher price without changing the quality allocation. In both
cases, people who do not care about quality do not buy any item, since they derive no
satisfaction from consuming such an item.

In this model, consumers can choose only zero or one product, with two attributes,
quality and price, from the menu of items supplied by the monopolist. When peo-
ple have homogeneous image concerns, people who do not care about quality do not
buy any item. It suggests that poor individuals do not buy any conspicuous good,
since they are correctly identified as being poor and since they do not like conspicu-
ous goods. If instead, individuals care about quality, they are willing to pay a higher
price for the conspicuous product. In fact, they want to purchase a higher-quality good
when they have an interest for quality. This can be interpreted as the willingness to dif-
ferentiate themselves from others by paying a higher price in order to be identified as
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being rich.

Note that in this model, as in Rayo’s model, the supply of conspicuous products is
restricted. Furthermore, it is only possible to purchase one unit of the product. That is
why, it is not possible to dissuade imitation by people who do not care about quality
by purchasing a greater quantity of conspicuous goods. Instead, rich individuals are
forced to pay a higher price. It follows that the monopolist can increase its profit by
restricting its supply of conspicuous goods when people care about status.

In this paper, consumption is conspicuous in that it displays personal characteristics
like taste for quality. Moreover, the concept of image is broader than the concept of
status, in the sense that it takes into consideration not only goods reflecting a certain
wealth but also personality traits. For instance, people aim to buy goods associated
with green or charitable acts. There exist firms that strategically supply soft drinks
such as ChariTea and LemonAid in accordance with customers’ willingness of being
identified as a pro-social individual (?).

Note that using reduced-form preferences of signaling models may not be the proper
preferences’ specification for our study. In fact, we are working on a macroeconomic
issue. It may thus not be appropriate to use such a utility function to analyse changes
in the demand structure caused by changes in the income distribution.

3.2.2 Matching Models

Concern for status can be of two different natures. If, on the one hand, we argue that
people seek status achievement because it is part of human beings, then status can
enter the utility function directly. In other words, people value status in itself. On the
other hand, we may claim that concern for relative standing is instrumental in the sense
that achieving higher status leads to better consumption opportunities. In this case, we
may end up in matching models where, higher status improves match quality between
two individuals but does not increase utility directly. In this section, we address two
papers in which matching models of conspicuous consumption are developed.

? developed an effort model, in which individuals have to make labor/leisure deci-
sions. Moreover, individuals have concern for relative wealth, also known as concern
for social status. Individuals’ wealth is not observable.

Two types of agents come into play, men and women. Men are continuously dis-
tributed and indexed by i ∈ [0, 1]. Similarly, women are continuously distributed and
indexed by j ∈ [0, 1]. Men are endowed with one type of good, x, while women can
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produce another type of good, y. Specifically, male i is endowed with i units of good
x and women choose the effort level, l, they are willing to make, which allows them
to produce a certain output level of goods y. Note that the higher the man’s index,
the larger his endowment and hence the wealthier he is. Given that trade cannot take
place in this model, men and women need to match with each other in order to have
access to both types of goods. The utility function over the joint consumption of x
and y is identical across all individuals and is denoted by u(y) + x, where u(·) is in-
creasing and concave in y. Women differ with respect to their productivity per unit
of effort a(j), which increases with their type j. Furthermore, women incur a disutil-
ity of effort, −v(l). Note that the function v(·) is stricly convex. The output of good
y produced by women is denoted by a(j)l, and is unobservable. It can therefore be
interpreted as women’s unobservable wealth. The assumption about a(j) implies that
richer women have a greater incentive to signal their wealth to distinguish themselves
from poorer women and to achieve a better quality of match. It follows that the con-
cept of conspicuous consumption by ? arises and this model encompasses a signaling
game. However, the reason why the agents engage in conspicuous consumption dif-
fers from before. Conspicuous consumption is now an instrument to achieve better
consumption opportunities but individuals do not derive satisfaction from it. This is
a simplifying assumption of the model by ? and ?, where conspicuous consumption
increases both the utility from consumption and the utility from status.

Woman’s output level y is private information. The only means to signal their out-
put level consists in destroying an amount of wealth in conspicuous consumption.
The level of output a woman destroys is denoted by V.5 Men draw inferences about
woman’s consumption (y−V) from the observation of V in order to estimate their at-
tractiveness in terms of mates. As a result, the match is a function of the amount of
wealth destroyed. We can notice that (y− V) determines the status and V illustrates
conspicuous consumption. In fact, showing one’s ability to incur the cost of destroying
wealth for something that does not increase the satisfaction directly is a signal of high
status. ? support such a behaviour. As mentioned earlier, they analyse how signaling
motives can drive towards charity acts. They find that people who care little about
warm glow may still make donations because they care a lot about status. They thus
incur a cost for donations, which have no intrinsic value for them. Other authors like
? also argue that people buy green products instead of luxury goods because altru-
ism serves as a costly signal associated with status. In fact, purchasing such products
shows the ability to incur a cost for a good of inferior quality for personal use. This
is in opposition to the view of ? and of ?, where individuals signal their wealth with

5? denote the amount of money destroyed in conspicuous consumption by d.
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goods they like to consume.

Note that the wealth distribution of men is exogenously given and therefore men
make no decision in this model. In other words, the role of men is reduced to a prize,
used to reward women for their rank in the final wealth distribution. On their side,
women care about status, i.e. about relative wealth. This stems from the competition
for men. Women engage in wealth tournaments in order to attract a man as wealthy
as possible to achieve better consumption opportunities. When making their choice,
women take into account the decisions made by the other women, since those decisions
affect their match and hence their utility.

The authors address the separating equilibrium, where wealthier women destroy a
larger amount of their output level compared to less wealthy women.

Woman j’s total utility depends positively on her direct utility derived from con-
sumption of her output, negatively on her effort and positively on her match. Her
problem is given by:

maxl,Vu(a(j)l −V)− v(l) + m(V)

Given that u(·) is concave and v(·) is convex, they find that V and y are non-
decreasing in ability. It means that women with higher productivity produce a larger
amount of goods y and destroy a larger amount of wealth in conspicuous consump-
tion. In equilibrium, the median woman will be matched with the median man. This
constitutes the desired outcome of the signaling equilibrium. The same happens in the
models by ? and ?, since it is more costly for poor than for rich individuals to renounce
to normal goods in order to purchase status goods. In fact, rich individuals are more
willing to signal their wealth than poor individuals. Consequently, m(V(j)) needs to
be strictly increasing in V(j). This can only be the case if higher V is a signal for bet-
ter consumption opportunities, (y−V). Note that, like in any separating equilibrium,
the woman who wastes wealth the least will be matched with the poorest man. As a
result, it is optimal for her not to destroy any wealth at all. The underlying logic is the
same as in the models by ? and ?, where the poorest household chooses the optimal
conspicuous consumption that maximizes its direct utility of consumption. However,
in this case, because individuals signal their wealth with something from which they
do not derive satisfaction, the poorest individual chooses not to signal his wealth at all.
The same result is found by ?, where people who do not like conspicuous goods do not
buy any.

The authors analyse the effect of shocks in income on decisions by women. In this
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model, a shock in income is illustrated by a shock in wages, which are equal to the
productivity of women, a(j). If all women experience an increase in their productivity,
the wealth distribution shifts up and the resulting matching function shifts down. It
means that when all women get richer, they have to destroy more wealth in order to
be granted the same match quality as before.

The above model shows results compatible with Veblen’s theory. As income in-
creases, individuals spend more resources on conspicuous consumption. Note that in
this model, individuals do not gain direct satisfaction from conspicuous consumption.
This stems from the fact that conspicuous consumption solely serves as an instrument
to achieve better match quality but has no value in itself. We may suggest that the
model by ? is a mix between the model by ? and the matching model by ?. In fact,
on the one hand, individuals derive satisfaction from conspicuous and normal goods,
as it is the case in Ireland’s model. On the other hand, in addition to the direct utility
from normal and status goods, individuals derive utility from status. This is mod-
elled through a payoff associated with status, like in Cole et al.’s matching model. In
the matching model, this payoff comes from a good quality of match allowing better
consumption opportunities. In the model by Bagwell and Bernheim, the payoff rep-
resents the benefit of preferential treatments associated with high status. Preferential
treatments can be understood as better consumption opportunities, but encompasses
a broader range of preferential treatments. Note further that this paper ignores the
pricing side. This can be explained by the fact that the matching decision is not me-
diated by prices. Women do not pay for their match. Indeed, the wealthiest woman
will be matched with the wealthiest man but she can still consume her wealth. In other
words, the amount of wealth allocated to conspicuous consumption does not depend
on prices. What matters is how much money they destroy compared to other women.
This is similar to the concept of conspicuous expenditures in the previously presented
models, where concern for status leads to overconsumption of conspicuous goods com-
pared to what would be optimal in terms of welfare. The authors justify their choice of
using matching models by their desire to illustrate adjustments in decisions by women,
which are not induced by markets.

The contribution of the authors in this field is important, since standard models
investigating tax policies ignore the effect of changes in income distribution following
a tax on consumers’ decisions. This is because they often use homothetic preferences.

Later, in 2008, ? points out that the main authors, who have considered the impor-
tance of concern about social status to explain consumer behaviour and introduced it
in their models, have always assumed that individuals care about status. He aims to
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demonstrate that this assumption really holds. For this purpose, he uses a matching
model with a signaling game. Indeed, he argues that people engage in social interac-
tions with each other and that the return to these interactions depends on the abilities
of the matched individuals. There is a continuum of consumer types θ ∈ [0, 1], where
θi ∈ [0, 1] defines the abilities of person i. The payoff of person i from his interaction
with person j is denoted by mi = m(θi, θj) ≥ 0. The analysis will show that when so-
cial interactions take the form of complementary interactions, people care about social
status. Formally, this complementary interaction implies that the individual’s payoff
increases with his own abilities, m1 > 0. Furthermore, if the latter individual with
given abilities interacts with a person having high-abilities, his payoff itself increases,
m2 > 0, and his own contribution to the payoff increases as well, m12 > 0.

Abilities are unobservable. However, the agents can invest in conspicuous goods
in order to signal their abilities. The reduced-form preferences are given by Ui = y +

mi − V(θi) = Ni, where y denotes person i’s exogenous income and V(θi) defines the
part of income invested in status goods.6 Because the purpose of this paper is to show
that people care about social status, the author assumes that people derive no direct
utility from social status and status goods. As a result, each individual maximizes his
total consumption of normal goods, Ni = Ui. This model is similar to the matching
model by Cole et al.. However, we notice that, in this case, the unobservable variable
is a person’s abilities and not his income or wealth. The interpretation is still very close,
since higher abilities help to achieve a larger payoff and hence a larger total income.

? addresses the separating equilibrium. By analogy with the model by ?, a person
with abilities zero will be matched to a person of same abilities. It follows that his op-
timal choice is not to invest any income in status consumption. In fact, it is assumed
that people do not get direct utility from conspicuous consumption. Moreover, a sep-
arating Nash equilibrium is characterized by V(θ), which is strictly increasing in θ.
A person with high abilities is more willing to invest in status goods than a person
with low abilities. The author finds that people care about social status only because
social status serves as an instrument to achieve higher payoff from their complemen-
tary interactions. By investing in social goods, people signal their abilities and increase
their chances of being matched with an individual with high abilities. It leads to a
higher payoff and has a positive effect on the utility level. However, spending money
in conspicuous consumption induces lower consumption of normal goods and has a
negative effect on the utility level. If an agent decides to decrease his investment in so-

6In the model by ?, consumer types are denoted by r, the part of income invested in conspicuous
consumption is denoted by k, the income is denoted by I and the consumption of normal goods is
denoted by c.
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cial status, his consumption of normal goods increases but his match quality decreases.
In both cases, according to Rege, the cost exceeds the benefit. However, compared to a
framework where people cannot invest in status goods and where people are matched
randomly, the possibility of investing in social status improves welfare. This finding is
a new contribution to this field. In fact, most of the existing papers have focused on
the cost of consuming status goods. It would imply distortion in consumers’ choices,
where individuals consume too many status goods and too few normal goods than
what would be optimal in terms of welfare. However, Rege shows that, when status
goods serve as a signal for abilities and help to achieve efficient matching, investing in
such goods may be welfare enhancing. It should be noted that this result differs from
others, since it refers to complementary interactions.

3.2.3 Income Distribution and Demand

The purpose of the present work is to develop a model illustrating how inequality
affects demand for status goods, when those goods are used as a signal of wealth. It is
therefore important to address papers that develop models to analyse such effects. For
instance, the paper by ? is of great importance for my work, since it analyses in detail
the effect of exogenous changes in the distribution of income on the demand for status
goods and their implications in terms of welfare.

In their model, ? assume that agents care about status. We have seen that concern for
status can arise for different reasons. However, the issue whether the desire to achieve
a higher status is an end in itself or is instrumental in order to benefit from preferential
treatments is not quite addressed in their model.

? develop a model with a continuum of agents. They differ solely with respect to
their endowed income y, which is unobservable. The distribution of income is there-
fore continuous and is denoted by G(·), which is twice continuously differentiable with
a strictly positive density on the interval [y, ȳ]. Agents can allocate their income be-
tween two different goods, status goods that are observable and normal goods that are
unobservable. Let V denote the amount consumed of status goods and N the amount
consumed of normal goods. As in previous papers, consumption of status goods, V,
can be interpreted as conspicuous consumption, which serves as a means to display
one’s unobservable income.7 Following ?, the authors define concern for status as the
ordinal rank in the distribution of conspicuous consumption. Formally, F(·) denotes

7In the paper by ?, the endowed income is denoted by z, the amount consumed of status goods is
denoted by x and the amount consumed of normal goods is denoted by y.
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the distribution of conspicuous consumption in society. If an agent consumes V units
of conspicuous goods, F(V) corresponds to the mass of agents consuming less than or
exactly V. When F(V) increases, it means that more agents are consuming a quantity of
status goods smaller or equal to V. It follows that the status of an individual consum-
ing V units of conspicuous goods rises and his utility increases in F(V). Specifically,
status is defined as follows:

S(V, F(·)) = γF(V) + (1− γ)F−(V) + α

where γ ∈ [0, 1) and F−(V) is the mass of individuals with consumption strictly less
than V. The parameter α ≥ 0 represents a guaranteed minimum level of status.

The above specification of status is a modification of the one in the model by ?.
In Frank’s paper, status is modelled by F(V). It implies that when all agents choose
the same level of consumption Ṽ, F(Ṽ) is maximal and equal to one. Agents achieve
the highest level of status. However, it is more plausible that consumers value being
uniquely first more than being equal first. That is why ? introduce the parameter γ,
which captures the decreased satisfaction resulting from a tie situation.

They assume that agents have identical preferences over absolute consumptions and
status. Furthermore, the agents maximize the following utility function with respect to
V:

U(V, N, S(V, F(·))) = W(V, N)S(V, F(·))

subject to pV + N ≤ y, V ≥ 0, N ≥ 0.

Such preferences are called ”interdependent preferences”. It means that status, here
defined as the ordinal rank in the distribution of conspicuous consumption, enters
interdependency directly into the preferences (?). In this model, agents do not receive
preferential treatments from outsiders if they are perceived as richer. However, achiev-
ing a higher rank directly raises their utility level. Note further that the payoff depends
on the perception of one’s relative position. This is in contrast to all previous papers,
in which payoffs depend on status defined as the perception of one’s absolute wealth.
Decisions are still strategic in this case of utility function specification. Indeed, individ-
uals are in competition for status, and therefore, their final rank in the society depends
on the conspicuous consumption of others. We end up in a game for status. The benefit
of such a specification for status is that it emphasizes the fact that agent consumption
depends on the distribution of income. Actually, the difference in specification does
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not drive to different results compared to the above models. As mentioned earlier, ?
used a very similar utility function to investigate the demand for conspicuous and nor-
mal goods and finds that concern for status leads people to spend a too large amount
of money in status goods compared to what would be optimal in terms of welfare.

The function W(V, N) represents the direct utility from consuming both goods. It is
assumed to be strictly increasing in both status and normal goods and strictly quasi-
concave. As a consequence, the opportunity cost of signaling is greater for poor than
for rich individuals. This constitutes the required single-crossing property. Further-
more, we can deduce from the direct utility that consuming status goods provides
satisfaction and, in addition, increases total utility by allowing to achieve higher sta-
tus. It should also be noted that status enters multiplicatively into the utility function.
Let us emphasize that the form of the utility function and the problem to a first-price
sealed-bid auction look very much alike. On the one hand, selecting a high level of
conspicuous consumption increases the probability of achieving a high rank and sta-
tus increases (S(V, F(·))). On the other hand, a higher V reduces direct utility as a
consequence of the decline in consumption of the normal good (W(V, N)). This results
in a trade-off.

In a symmetric equilibrium, each agent chooses the same mapping from income y
to conspicuous consumption V. It follows that an agent’s position in the distribution
of conspicuous consumption F(V) will be equal to his position in the distribution of
income G(y). Indeed, the equilibrium is separating here, since status is defined in such
a way that an agent who consumes more status goods receives a higher status. Conse-
quently, agents have an incentive to consume more than the others and to differentiate
themselves.

The authors first address the role of the parameter α ≥ 0, which appears in the spec-
ification of status. We may recall that the individual with the lowest income will be
provided with the lowest status α. Since concern for relative position enters the utility
function multiplicatively, the individual with the lowest income will receive zero util-
ity when α is equal to zero. He is therefore indifferent regarding the amount of money
to spend on status goods. However, the lowest-status individual with zero utility is
deadly and he will try to avoid zero status by investing all his income in conspicuous
consumption out of desperation. In contrast, if α is larger than zero, the poorest agent
still has a guaranteed minimum level of status. Thus, the pressure to compete gets
softer and, like in the models analysed earlier, the individual will choose the amount
of V that maximizes his direct utility without taking into account the decisions of all
other agents. The authors provide examples of real facts illustrating the two different
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specifications. To explain the first specification with α = 0, they argue that the poorest
individuals engage in conspicuous consumption even if they cannot afford it. This is
driven by the fact that, even today, low status may be associated with unemployment,
poor marriage prospects and social exclusion. Regarding the second specification, a
positive value of α ensures a minimal level of status independent of consumption be-
haviour of others. It suggests that conspicuous consumption is only accessible to mid-
dle and upper classes. This picture of conspicuous consumption is less pessimistic than
the first one. The two views correspond to different real situations that are interesting
to investigate.

The authors analyse the comparative statics of the effect of a change in the distribu-
tion of income on the level of conspicuous consumption. It is of great importance to
note that the results will refer to the change in conspicuous consumption of an indi-
vidual, whose income remains unchanged as the distribution of income in the society
changes. Later, in 2009, the authors investigate the behaviour of an agent who occu-
pies the same rank in the distribution of income, before and after the change (?). Even
if the results of the two different approaches seem contradictory at the first sight, the
described phenomena are the same. They just differ in the way we are looking at them.

In their first paper, they find that conspicuous consumption is decreasing with the
minimum level of status guaranteed. A higher α makes the competition for status
softer and leads individuals to decrease their purchase of status goods. They further
address the behaviour of a society, which experiences an increase in average income.
In the situation where poor individuals want to avoid zero status at all costs (α = 0),
agents respond to the rise in average income by an increase in conspicuous consump-
tion at all levels of income. In fact, when average income rises, each individual’s new
position in society corresponds to a lower rank. Consequently, each one wants to catch
up with his neighbours and increases his demand for status goods. On the contrary, if
α > 0, the poor decide to reduce their expenditures in conspicuous goods. A minimal
level of status is ensured and we have seen that they choose their optimal level of con-
sumption irrespective of the decisions taken by others. Therefore, they maximize their
direct utility and decide to allocate their additional income towards normal goods.
However, the rich and some of the middle class decide to increase their conspicuous
consumption. At those income levels, competition for relative position gets harder and
they have a greater incentive to differentiate themselves. It follows that they spend a
higher amount of money on status goods. Similarly, in their paper in 2009, ? find that
an increase in income at every rank in society leads individuals to spend more on con-
spicuous consumption. They also show that an increase in poor individuals’ income
and a more dispersed ex post distribution also pushes agents to raise their conspic-
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uous consumption. The greater affluence of individuals at the bottom of the income
distribution pushes those above them to spend more on conspicuous consumption.
Hopkins and Kornienko (2004) suggest that this could explain the absence of improve-
ment in happiness over time in the developed world. This phenomenon had already
been identified by Easterlin in 1974.

They also look at a society, which becomes more egalitarian. More specifically, sup-
pose that the old society’s income distribution is a mean-preserving spread of the new
society’s income distribution. Greater equality induces a greater density of individuals
in the middle class. It follows that the individuals are closer to each other and that it
is easier to overtake others. This intensifies the competition for status in the middle
class and agents with middle incomes increase their conspicuous consumption. Since
the new distribution is a mean-preserving contraction of the old distribution, the pop-
ulation density in the tails is lower after the change. The competition is lower at the
bottom and at the top of the distribution. Concerning the rich, because competition is
softer and the mass of individuals with less income than them remains more or less the
same, they reduce their conspicuous consumption. The effect on the poor is different.
On the one hand, the population density with low income is reduced and social com-
petition diminishes. On the other hand, at the bottom of the distribution, individuals’
rank decreases. Indeed, less people are endowed with a lower income than them. They
have been left behind. Depending on the α again, their response differs. For desperate
individuals (α = 0), the decreased status hurts them a lot. They would do anything to
avoid the consequences of a lower rank in the society. As a result, they increase their
consumption of status goods. If there is a positive minimum level of status guaranteed,
poor individuals care less about increasing one’s status. The decrease in competition
leads them to reduce their conspicuous consumption. Conversely, when individuals
are indexed by their rank (?), the increase in equality involves greater income for ev-
eryone at the lower end of the distribution and leads them to spend more on status
goods. The difference found in the results stems from the difference in points of view.
But in the end, the two results mean the same.

The authors later investigate the effect of a change in the income distribution on
welfare. As social income increases, the utility of the reference individual is smaller or
equal after the change compared to before the change. First, this individual experiences
no increase in his income, whereas the income of others rises. Consequently, his status
decreases, since he sees fewer individuals poorer than or with the same income as him.
Second, the individual of interest is involved in a stronger competition for status. In
response to this phenomenon, the individual increases his conspicuous consumption
inducing a decrease in his utility from normal goods. All in all, the individual experi-
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ences a reduction in both parts of his utility; the direct utility from consumption of both
goods and status. In sum, this kind of change in the income distribution decreases the
utility at each level of income. However, we also know that everyone is richer in the
ex-post society than in the ex-ante society. Whether this rise in income compensates the
decrease in utility remains ambiguous. When individuals are indexed by their rank (?),
as the income hierarchy becomes more affluent, the reference individual with a given
rank who experiences no increase in his own income is made worse off. This comes
from higher social pressure by others with higher incomes, which leads the individual
to increase conspicuous expenditures.

If society becomes more equal or more affluent, for a fixed income, individuals at the
lower end of the distribution of income have a lower status in the more equal society.
Therefore, the poor are better off under the more unequal society for any α ≥ 0. We
have seen that individuals also respond to such a change by an adjustment in their
conspicuous consumption. Depending on the minimum status level ensured α, the
poor will increase or decrease their level of conspicuous consumption. If α = 0, they
increase it, and the direct utility derived from consumption of normal goods decreases.
Clearly, for those individuals, the total effect on welfare is negative. If α > 0, the
poor decide to reduce their consumption of status goods, their direct utility increases.
However, the authors find that this positive effect on welfare is not sufficient to exceed
the negative effect of status on welfare. In the end, those individuals are worse off too.
Poor agents have a higher utility when there are more people around with an income as
low as theirs. ? find that if individuals are indexed by their rank, poor individuals are
made better off when their income is no lower after the change and when the ex-post
income distribution is more dispersed.

All in all, a greater equality in the distribution of income within the society increases
competition in status. In fact, it makes it simpler to overtake other agents in terms of
conspicuous consumption. The resulting stronger social competition leads to a rise in
conspicuous consumption. Therefore, the distortion in consumption is amplified.

In the latter paper, social status is defined as the individual’s relative conspicuous
consumption compared to what others consume in terms of conspicuous goods. What
matters for an individual is how many people he overtakes in the distribution of in-
come, i.e., his ordinal rank, no matter by how much his income exceeds that of his
neighbours. This means that the individual sees his utility increase by a lot if he climbs
up the ladder in the distribution of income, even if his income exceeds that of the in-
dividual just below him by one monetary unit. Therefore, this specification leads to
quite extreme conclusions.
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? address this issue by investigating how concern for cardinal rank versus ordi-
nal rank modifies the equilibrium outcomes. They show how crucial the definition of
status is for model predictions in terms of consumption behaviour. More specifically,
they address the circumstances, under which a redistributive policy from rich to poor
individuals can make both the rich and the poor better off.

They develop a signaling model of conspicuous consumption. The population con-
sists of two types of individuals, poor and rich. Their fractions in the population are
β and (1− β), respectively. Poor individuals are endowed with low resources yP and
rich individuals are endowed with high resources yR, with yR > yP. All individuals
have the choice to allocate their resources between two types of goods, a conspicuous
good, whose price is p, and an inconspicuous good, whose price is normalized to one.
Conspicuous consumption is denoted by V and is observable, whereas inconspicuous
consumption is denoted by N and is unobservable.8 Note that the price of status goods
is exogenously given. We will focus on their model’s extension, where individuals take
pleasure in consuming conspicuous goods. Indeed, in my model, it will be assumed
that conspicuous consumption generates intrinsic utility. It is therefore more interest-
ing to focus on a similar framework.

The individual’s utility function consists of the addition of two components, one
corresponding to the direct utility from consumption of both goods, u(N, V), and an-
other representing the utility from status, s. Note that u(·) is increasing and strictly
concave in both of its arguments. Conspicuous consumption is used to signal one’s
resources, which are private information. But the distribution of resources, described
by β, yR, yP, is common knowledge. Individuals will draw inferences about each indi-
vidual’s type from the observation of his conspicuous consumption. µ(V) denotes the
belief function and corresponds to the probability of being perceived as rich given that
V is observed. They define the utility from status as s(µ(V)), where L = s(0) denotes
the status of the poor and H = s(1) denotes the status of the rich. Since the direct util-
ity function u(·) is strictly increasing in both goods, the budget constraint holds with
equality.

When individuals care about how much ahead or behind others they are in terms
of income, i.e. about their cardinal rank, s depends on yP and yR. The intuition of
the effect of a redistribution of income on the demand for status goods is as follows.
An increase in poor individuals’ income decreases the absolute difference between the
income of the poor and the income of the rich. It means that the value of being consid-

8In the paper by ?, the income is denoted by R, conspicuous consumption is denoted by x, inconspic-
uous consumption is denoted by c and the fractions of poor and rich individuals in the population are
reversed.
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ered rich relatively to being considered poor decreases. As the prize for competition
falls, poor individuals have a lower incentive to waste money in signaling and this
allows rich individuals to decrease their conspicuous expenditures. As a result, the
utility of the rich may increase. This phenomenon suggests that a redistribution of
income from the rich to the poor may be welfare enhancing for both types of individ-
uals. In fact, the redistribution makes the poor better off. The increase in their income
allows them to consume more goods, enhancing their utility. Moreover, it increases
the value of being perceived as being poor, since the absolute difference of incomes is
smaller. It follows that poor houdeholds’ total utility increases. Regarding the rich,
they experience a decrease in their income. Therefore, for a given amount of money
spent on conspicuous goods, they have to reduce their consumption of normal goods
and they are made worse off. But at the same time, the prize for competition decreases,
reducing the incentive of the poor to invest in signaling. As a result, rich households
can reduce their spending on status goods leading to an increase in utility. If the sec-
ond effect dominates the first one, a redistributive policy can improve the welfare of
both rich and poor individuals. In fact, ? discuss the circumstances under which a
balanced-budget redistribution is likely to make poor and rich individuals better off.

We notice that the definition of status has a great impact on the relationship between
inequality and demand for status goods. Whether people care about their ordinal rank,
cardinal rank, or both can lead to very different policy implications. It is therefore of
great importance to explicitly state how status is defined in models.
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4 The Model

Consider a population comprised of two types of individuals, poor (P) and rich (R)
individuals, differing only with respect to their income. Poor individuals are endowed
with income yP, whereas rich individuals are endowed with income yR, with yR > yP.
The fractions of poor and rich people in the population are denoted by β and (1− β),
respectively. Individuals’ wealth is private information.

Each individual has the choice to allocate his income between the purchase of two
types of goods, i.e. normal goods and status goods. Let Ni be the amount of normal
goods purchased by individual i, and Vi the variety of status goods purchased by in-
dividual i, with i = P, R. Normal goods are ”inconspicuous” in the sense that they
are unobservable, whereas status goods are ”conspicuous” in the sense that they are
observable. Given the above assumptions about observability, only status goods’ con-
sumption can serve as a signal of wealth. The third party plays the same role as social
contacts in the model by ?. It infers the wealth of the individuals from the observation
of their consumption of status goods. If one individual is perceived as being rich by
the third party, he will be attributed a higher status than in the case where he would
be perceived as being poor. This phenomenon is called preferential treatments in the
paper by ?. To be more specific, the outsider can observe the variety and the quantity
of each conspicuous good the individual chooses to consume, and the price at which
the individual purchases them.

Each individual cares about his consumption of both, normal and status goods. In
addition, individuals care about their relative position in the distribution of income.
The utility function takes the following form:

Ui = γ
1
α

Nα
i + Ni +

∫ Vi

j=0
cijdj+

{
s if individual i is perceived as being rich
0 if individual i is perceived as being poor.

, (1)

with α ∈ (0, 1), γ > 0 and cij = {0, 1}. Note that individual i’s status, s
(
cij, c−ij, pj

)
,

depends on his own conspicuous consumption, on the conspicuous consumption of
all other individuals, and in addition, on the price of conspicuous goods. In fact, from
the observation of all individuals’ conspicuous consumption, the third party will infer
each individual’s absolute type, i.e. each individual’s income. I use (0-1)-preferences
to model preferences of status goods. More specifically, an individual chooses whether
to consume the first good j = 0, or not. If the individual decides to consume it, then
only one unit of it suffices to achieve satiety. Once the individual has consumed one
unit of good j = 0, he decides whether to consume the next good with j slightly larger
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than zero or not, and so on. In the end, the individual consumes a variety of differ-
ent status goods rather than a quantity of one status good. Such a specification allows
modelling many status goods. It should be noted that this specification of utility func-
tion is a special case of the utility function by ?. Here, the supply of status goods is
infinite instead of being defined on a certain range of qualities. As mentioned earlier,
individuals choose to purchase the status good with the first-best quality in the model
by ?. As a result, both utility functions are linear in the quantity of status goods. We
further notice that consuming status goods provides direct satisfaction and thus is an
end in itself. This is in opposition to both matching models studied previously, where
the consumption of conspicuous goods constitutes solely a mean to signal wealth in
order to get better consumption opportunities, but provides no intrinsic utility. As
mentioned before, the third party makes an inference about the individual’s absolute
type, but what matters for individuals is their relative economic standing. The third
party forms beliefs about each individual’s wealth from the observation of the variety,
the quantity and the price of the status goods he consumes. If the third party perceives
the individual as being rich, the latter will be granted with a high status represented
by a payoff equal to s > 0. If, on the contrary, the individual is perceived as being poor,
the status granted is low and the payoff associated with this belief is equal to zero.

It is of great importance to first emphasize that the individuals’ decisions are strate-
gic. They have to take into account the decisions of others in making their optimal
choice, since the perception of their type by the third party depends on how their con-
spicuous consumption relates to that of the others. It results in a signaling game, in
which individuals compete for status. Second, the specification of the utility function
is such that individuals prefer to consume normal goods than status goods at each
consumption level. More specifically, the marginal utility of normal goods is always
larger than one, whereas the marginal utility of status goods is always equal to one.
In fact, it is necessary that individuals do not experience more satisfaction in consum-
ing conspicuous goods than normal goods, otherwise they would decide to purchase
conspicuous goods exclusively and there would be no place for signaling anymore.
Specifically, if the direct utility from consumption of status goods plus the utility from
the status associated to the observation of conspicuous consumption was higher than
the total utility when some normal goods are consumed, each individual would choose
to consume solely status goods. Because conspicuous consumption is observable and
individuals would spend their entire income on status goods, the third party would
observe their income directly. Accordingly, the consumption choice of individuals is
not strategic anymore and the necessity of signaling one’s wealth disappears. All in
all, as the purpose of this study is to investigate how the concern for status affects the
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demand for normal and status goods, it is necessary that status goods are not more de-
sirable than normal goods. The above specification of the utility function satisfies this
condition. Third, the utility function is increasing in both types of goods. However,
the utility function is strictly concave in the purchase of normal goods. This constitutes
the condition under which the single-crossing property is satisfied. For this particular
property to hold, it is required that renouncing normal goods in order to consume
status goods is more costly for poor than for rich individuals. For this purpose, the
marginal utility of normal goods has to be decreasing in the quantity of normal goods.
Because rich individuals are endowed with a higher income than poor individuals,
they can consume a larger amount of normal goods and therefore the marginal utility
of normal goods is smaller. As a result, decreasing the consumption of normal goods
to increase conspicuous consumption has a smaller negative effect on total utility of
the rich than on total utility of the poor.

In the following sections, we will analyse the separating equilibrium in two different
cases. In the first one, prices are exogenous (section 4.1), whereas in the second one,
prices are endogenous (section 4.2).

4.1 Exogenous Prices

In this section, it is assumed that prices are exogenously given. We will use the nor-
mal good as the numeraire throughout the whole analysis. For simplicity, we will in-
vestigate symmetric equilibria, where all status goods are supplied at the same price.
Moreover, we will study the case, where status goods are either more expensive than
or as expensive as normal goods. Formally, pj = p ≥ 1, ∀j. In fact, it is sufficient to
only consider this case, since status goods should never be more desirable than normal
goods and since the price of normal goods is equal to one.

Each individual’s problem consists in choosing the variety of conspicuous goods
that maximizes their utility while taking into account the decisions of others. Be-
cause the utility function is increasing in normal goods, the budget constraint, Ni +∫ Vi

j=0 pjcij ≤ yi, holds with equality. This means that individuals use all their residual
income after having purchased status goods to consume normal goods. Let us consider
the separating equilibrium, in which the rich and the poor spend different amounts of
money on signaling, and in which the two types are correctly identified by the third
party. In fact, the only equilibrium here is separating. Status is defined such that an
individual with higher conspicuous consumption is associated with a higher status.
Therefore, rich individuals have a great incentive to increase their spending on status
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goods in order to distinguish themselves and this results in a separating equilibrium
(?). The varieties of status goods chosen by the two types of individuals (VP, VR) con-
stitute a separating equilibrium, if VP and VR, with VP 6= VR, satisfy the following
incentive compatibility constraint:

γ
1
α

Nα
P + NP +

∫ VP

j=0
cPjdj ≥ γ

1
α

(
yP −

∫ VR

j=0
pjcRjdj

)α

+

(
yP −

∫ VR

j=0
pjcRjdj

)
+
∫ VR

j=0
cRjdj + s, (IC)

meaning that the poor do not want to deviate from their optimal choice to make
the third party believe they are of the other type. Consumption choices also have to be
feasible. Moreover, if the third party observes the signal

∫ VP
j=0 pjcPjdj, it should infer that

the individual is poor and should grant him a low status. The individual perceived as
being poor therefore receives zero payoff by the third party. If the third party observes
the signal

∫ VR
j=0 pjcRjdj, it should infer that the individual is rich and should grant him

a high status. The individual perceived as being rich receives a payoff s > 0 by the
third party. Finally, taking into account the relationship between inference and status
granted by the third party, the choices (VP, VR) must be optimal (?).

It is important to note that any belief about the individuals income can be assigned
to signals off the equilibrium path (?). That is why multiple separating equilibria exist.
In order to get a unique prediction of the separating equilibrium, we can apply an equi-
librium refinement called ”Intuitive Criterion” (?). It states that an equilibrium signal,∫ Vi

j=0 pjcijdj, is equilibrium dominated if individual i can get a greater utility than the

highest utility associated with the signal
∫ Vi

j=0 pjcijdj by using another signal. In fact,
in the separating equilibrium, poor individuals are correctly identified. It is thus use-
less for them to increase their signal

∫ VP
j=0 pjcPjdj to attempt to mislead the third party,

since they will be perceived as being poor and will be granted the lowest status any-
way. Consequently, poor individuals choose the variety of status goods that maximizes
their direct utility. As noted earlier, the marginal utility of normal goods is greater than
the marginal utility of status goods at each consumption level. In the end, poor indi-
viduals decide to devote all their income to purchase goods that provide the highest
utility, i.e. to purchase normal goods. We get NP

∗ = yP.

LEMMA 1: In any separating equilibrium, VP
∗ = 0; a poor individual chooses not to pur-

chase status goods.
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According to the Intuitive Criterion, the optimal choice of rich individuals is to
choose the minimum variety of status goods that dissuade imitation by poor individ-
uals. In other words, their utility is maximal when they spend a minimum amount
of money on status goods that just ensures that they will be perceived as rich without
wasting too much resources in signaling and keeping the maximal residual income
to purchase normal goods. Formally, the incentive compatibility constraint (IC) must
hold with equality. Taking into account that NP

∗ = yP, VP
∗ = 0 and pj = p, ∀j with

p ≥ 1, the problem of a rich individual can be written as follows:

maxVR UR = γ 1
α (yR − pVR)

α + (yR − pVR) + VR + s

s.t. (2)

γ 1
α yP

α + yP = γ 1
α (yP − pVR)

α + (yP − pVR) + VR + s.

To find the optimal variety a rich individual decides to purchase, we need to solve
the incentive compatibility constraint for VR. To find an explicit solution for VR, we
make the assumption that α = 1

2 .

LEMMA 2: In any separating equilibrium,

VR
∗ = min

{
yP

p
− p

(p− 1)2

(
2γ2 − 2γ

{
γ2 − p− 1

p

(
s− 2γyP

1
2 − p− 1

p
yP

)} 1
2
)

+

(
1

p− 1

)(
s− 2γyP

1
2 − p− 1

p
yP

)
,

yP

p

}
.

(Proof in Appendix, A1)

It is necessary to emphasize that it makes no sense for rich individuals to spend
more than the income of the poor on status goods for the sake of discouraging them.
It would be a waste of money to have pVR

∗ > yP. Hence, the condition pVR
∗ ≤ yP

must hold. We will restrict our attention to the set of parameters for which the above
condition holds with strict inequality. Therefore, the set of parameters which satisfy
the latter condition with strict inequality is given by:

2γyP
1
2 +

p− 1
p

yP > s. (3)

(Proof in Appendix, A2)

It is interesting to investigate the behaviour of the variety of status goods purchased
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by the rich in response to different shocks. We thus turn to the comparative statics of
VR
∗. We analyse how the parameter s affects the variety of status goods demanded by

the rich and also the effect of the distribution of income, yP and β, on the demand for
status goods by the rich.

PROPOSITION 1: The equilibrium variety of conspicuous goods consumed by rich individ-
uals, VR

∗, (a) increases with the reward of being perceived as being rich, s, (b) increases with
the income of poor individuals, yP, and (c) is not affected by a change in the proportion of poor
individuals in the population, β.9

(Proof in Appendix, A3)

Result (a) in Proposition 1 implies that rich individuals increase their spending on
conspicuous goods, as the reward of being perceived as a rich individual, s, rises. If
the status associated to being perceived as wealthy increases, poor individuals have
a greater incentive to imitate the rich. Therefore, the rich respond by raising their
conspicuous consumption to dissuade imitation by the poor.

Result (b) suggests that as poor individuals become richer, the competition for sta-
tus is magnified and rich individuals have to spend more money on status goods in
order to render imitation inconvenient for the poor. In fact, after an increase in yP, and
thus an increase in equality within the society, it is easier for the poor to pretend to
be rich, making them more willing to purchase status goods. As a response to these
rivalries, the rich increase their conspicuous consumption in order to distinguish them-
selves from the poor. However, note that in equilibrium, poor individuals still do not
purchase status goods.

Result (c) implies that if the fraction of poor individuals in the population increases,
the residual income, y − βyP, is divided among fewer rich individuals, for a given
total income, y, and a given income of poor individuals, yP. In the end, each rich
individual is endowed with a higher income. However, we observe from Lemma 2
that the optimal variety of status goods purchased by the rich is independent of the
income of the rich. Hence, the incentive of the poor to imitate the rich is not affected,
since poor individuals still receive the same income. As a result, there is no reason
for the rich to adjust their spending on status goods, as the same variety as before the
change suffices to discourage the poor. All in all, because all individuals prefer normal

9It can be shown that VR
∗ decreases in both utility function’s parameters, α and γ. Note that, since

these results are not of great importance for the present study, we will not conduct such an analysis in
the following sections.
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goods over conspicuous goods, the rich spend all their additional revenue on normal
goods.

It should be noted that the variety of conspicuous goods the rich are willing to con-
sume depends on the price of these goods.

PROPOSITION 2: The variety of status goods consumed by rich individuals, VR
∗, decreases

with the price of status goods, p.

(Proof in Appendix, A4)

When conspicuous goods become more expensive, they become even less desirable.
Therefore poor individuals are less willing to purchase them than before the change in
prices. As a result, rich individuals need to buy a smaller variety of status goods to
make the poor not willing to spend as much money on conspicuous goods as them.

In contrast with the models by ? and ?, we have found that poor individuals do not
consume any status good. However, this result is supported in both matching models
by ? and ?, and also in the model by ?. In fact, ? develop a model, in which individuals
like to consume both normal and status goods. Individuals value status goods as much
as normal goods. That is why, when poor individuals maximize their direct utility
from both goods, they decide to consume status goods in addition to normal goods.
In my model, each individual prefers to consume normal goods. Status goods are
purchased only for their signaling characteristic. Therefore, as the third party correctly
identifies poor individuals, it is of no value for the latter to buy any status goods.
Exactly the same phenomenon occurs in the two matching models, where individuals
signal their wealth with something they do not like. Specifically, individuals destroy
a part of their income to display their wealth but do not experience satisfaction from
conspicuous consumption. This interpretation also holds for the present model, in
which individuals prefer normal goods over status goods. Similarly, in the paper by
?, individuals do not derive direct satisfaction from conspicuous consumption. As a
result, individuals who do not have any interest in quality do not buy any conspicuous
goods.

It is worth mentioning that, in both the model by ? in the case where α = 0 and
in my model, the poorest individuals are granted with zero status. However, the con-
sumers’ choice differs a lot. Consumers decide to spend all their revenue in conspic-
uous consumption in the former model, whereas consumers choose not to consume
status goods at all in the latter one. This is explained by the difference in utility func-
tion’s specification. In the model by ?, status enters multiplicatively into the utility
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function. It follows that the utility of the poorest individuals with zero status is equal
to zero. Therefore, they desperately attempt to avoid this event by spending all their
income on signaling. By contrast, in my model, status enters additively into the utility
function. Consequently, zero status assigned to poor individuals affects only the utility
derived from status but keeps the direct utility from both goods unaffected. Therefore,
they maximize their direct utility from both goods, which results in consuming zero
status goods.

Proposition 1 states that an increase in poor individuals’ income leads to an increase
in the purchase of status goods by rich individuals. ?? find a similar result: as a
society’s average income increases, rich individuals increase their spending on status
goods. Note that the two above-mentioned papers differ from each other provided the
analysis in the former paper is made from the point of view of an individual, whose
income is not affected, and the analysis in the latter is made from the point of view
of an individual, whose rank does not change. As in my model, the distribution of
income is discrete and consists only of two groups of individuals, this distinction is not
necessary. Note that, in my model, an increase in the society’s average income affects
the demand for conspicuous goods by the rich only insofar as the income of the poor
rises. A change in the income of the rich does not affect their spending on signaling
(Result (c) in Proposition 1). It is worth emphasizing that this result stems from the fact
that, in the three models, individuals care only about their relative economic standing.

However, as opposed to the two papers by ?, a rise in equality that comes from a
decrease in the proportion of poor individuals in the population does not affect the
demand for status goods by the rich. Again, this stems from the distribution of income
in my model, which is discrete and consists only of two classes of individuals. In the
paper by ?, if a more unequal society is a mean-preserving spread of the more equal
society, then in the latter society, the competition for status increases in the middle
class but decreases in both the lower and upper classes. It follows that rich and poor
individuals decrease their conspicuous expenditures, whereas the middle class raises
them. If we take the point of view of an individual, whose rank remains unchanged
(?), as society becomes more equal, individuals ranked as poor are now richer and thus
increase their purchase of conspicuous goods. The effect on the rich is not analysed.
Consequently, depending on the point of view from which the analysis is conducted,
the behaviour of the poor in response to a rise in equality differs. However, in both
cases, they adjust their conspicuous consumption. On the contrary, in my model, as
the society becomes more equal in response to a decrease in β, the incentives of poor
individuals to increase their spending on signaling are not affected, since their income
remains unchanged. Therefore, it is not necessary for rich individuals to adjust their
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spending on signaling. This is explained by the absence of a middle class in my model,
and by the fact that the lower and upper classes consist only of two groups of individ-
uals with the same income. No competition for status exists within the same class and
the competition between the two classes is not affected, since the cost of imitation of
the poor remains unchanged.

4.2 Endogenous Prices

So far, we have assumed that prices were exogenously given and that individuals had
to decide the extent of the variety of status goods they want to purchase, for given
prices of normal and status goods. In this section, we aim to analyse the case, in which
prices are endogenously determined by firms. Let us assume that the process by which
normal goods are produced is perfect competition. This allows a stronger focus on the
different mechanisms resulting from various production processes of status goods (?).

Let us recall that individuals can signal their wealth through the variety or the price
of status goods. In the previous section, prices were exogenous. As a result, individ-
uals had only one possibility to signal their wealth, i.e. through the variety. Suppose
that both the variety and the price of conspicuous goods are endogenous and unre-
stricted. It means that individuals have the choice between advertising their wealth by
purchasing a large variety of status goods or advertising their wealth by purchasing
them at a higher price. In the latter case, Veblen effects would arise (?). It can be shown
that individuals choose to signal their wealth through the variety and not through the
price. Only total conspicuous expenditures matter in order to signal one’s wealth, not
the combination price-variety.

PROPOSITION 3: Individuals prefer to signal their wealth through the variety rather than
the price of status goods, and therefore prefer to buy the cheapest status goods.

(Proof in Appendix, A5)

In this section, we investigate three cases in which prices are endogenously deter-
mined by firms. In the first two cases, the variety of status goods, VR, is fixed and
supplied by monopolists. Each monopolist supplies one status good. In the first case,
the given variety of conspicuous goods supplied by all monopolists is large. In the
second case, the exogenous variety of conspicuous goods supplied by all monopolists
is small. As in section 4.1, we will investigate solely symmetric equilibria, in which
all status goods are supplied at the same price. Furthermore, the price of status goods
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must be larger than or equal to the price of normal goods, i.e. one, to make normal
goods more desirable than conspicuous goods. Formally, the symmetric equilibrium is
characterized by pj = p ≥ 1, ∀j. In the third and last case, the whole supply of status
goods is offered by a single monopolist. In all cases, the marginal cost of production
is equal to one. This is feasible, since the price of status goods must be larger than or
equal to one.

4.2.1 Large Number of Monopolists Supplying Status Goods

In this section, suppose that there is a large number of monopolists supplying status
goods. Each monopolist supplies a single status good. It follows that the exogenous
supply of status goods, VR, is large. The problem of each monopolist consists in max-
imizing profit, given that the incentive compatibility constraint in the case of a sym-
metric equilibrium is binding. It can be written as follows:

maxp πj = π = (p− 1)(1− β), ∀j

s.t. (4)

γ 1
α yP

α + yP = γ 1
α (yP − pVR)

α + (yP − pVR) + VR + s.

In fact, we already know from before that only rich individuals purchase status
goods, and their fraction of the population is denoted by (1− β). Furthermore, each
rich individual purchases only one unit of good j. It results that the profit of one mo-
nopolist is equal to the profit per unit, (p− 1), times the number of rich individuals,
(1− β).

In this case, the variety of status goods supplied is large. Therefore, for any price
supplied by all monopolists, rich individuals can choose the variety that maximizes
their utility, while satisfying the incentive compatibility constraint with equality. It
means that the supply of status goods allows rich individuals to dissuade imitation by
the poor by purchasing a large enough variety of status goods for any price offered.
Consequently, monopolists do not need to adjust their price in order to make the incen-
tive compatibility constraint binding. Hence, each monopolist chooses the price that
simply maximizes its profit. Due to the large number of monopolists, the competition
in prices is very strong and we end up in a situation designated as Bertrand Compe-
tition. If one monopolist sets its price at a higher level than other monopolists, it will
get no demand for its good and is constrained to decrease its price. Each monopolist
is willing to sell its good and thus lowers its price. The competition in price contin-
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ues up to the point, where profits are equal to zero. Therefore, in equilibrium, each
monopolist sets its price equal to the marginal cost of production. More specifically,
pj = p = 1, ∀j. We notice that we find ourselves in a special case of section 4.1, where
normal and status goods cost the same.

This result is supported by ?. First, individuals prefer to display their wealth by
purchasing a large quantity of conspicuous goods rather than purchasing them at a
higher price. Second, when the supply of status goods is not restricted, individuals
can use the quantity as a signal of wealth and monopolists end up in a situation of
Bertrand Competition. It follows that monopolists are pricing at the marginal cost.

4.2.2 Small Number of Monopolists Supplying Status Goods

In the present section, suppose that there is a small number of monopolists, each sup-
plying one status good. It follows that the supply of status goods is small. The problem
of each monopolist is the same as in section 4.2.1. To find an explicit solution for p, we
insert α = 1

2 into the incentive compatibility constraint.

LEMMA 3: In any separating equilibrium,

p∗ = min


−2γ2 + VR + s− 2γyP

1
2 + 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2

VR
,

yP

VR

 ,

where p∗ > 1.

(Proof in Appendix, A6)

We know from section 4.1 that a negative relationship exists between VR and p.
More specifically, we have found that dVR

dp < 0, for p ≥ 1. It follows that a small variety
of status goods offered is associated with a large price of status goods. That is, in the
present section, the common price of conspicuous goods is strictly greater than one.
Moreover, as in section 4.1, it is important to note that the condition p∗VR ≤ yP must
hold. We will restrict our attention to the set of parameters for which this condition
holds with strict inequality. Therefore, we consider the following set of parameters:

2γyP
1
2 + yP > s + VR . (5)

(Proof in Appendix, A7)
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In this section, unlike section 4.1, we consider the variety of status goods offered
by all monopolists, VR, as given. Hence, each monopolist chooses the price of its sta-
tus good by taking into account the incentive compatibility constraint. That is why
condition (5) is a function of VR rather than p, as opposed to condition (3). In fact, in
this case, p adjusts to VR in order to satisfy the incentive compatibility constraint with
equality, when VR does not allow it. In practical terms, it is possible that, for a given
price, rich individuals would need to consume a larger variety of status goods than the
variety actually supplied by all monopolists to distinguish themselves from the poor.
This forces rich individuals to buy status goods at a higher price to prevent imitation,
even if they prefer to purchase the cheapest status goods, as stated previously. As a
result, the monopolists can increase their price, and thus their profit up to the point
where the incentive compatibility constraint is binding. Consequently, the common
price of status goods is larger than one. We end up in the case where status goods are
more expensive than normal goods.

We now turn to the comparative statics concerning p∗. We will observe exactly the
same dynamics as for VR

∗, when prices are exogenous.

PROPOSITION 4: The equilibrium price of status goods set by all monopolists, p∗, (a) in-
creases with the reward of being perceived as being rich, s, (b) increases with the income of poor
individuals, yP, and (c) is not affected by a change in the proportion of poor individuals in the
population, β.

(Proof in Appendix, A8)

Result (a) suggests that the higher the reward of being perceived as being rich, the
greater the incentive of poor individuals to spend money on signaling. Because the va-
riety supplied is fixed, rich individuals are forced to purchase status goods at a higher
price. Thus, monopolists can set a higher price in response to a rise in the payoffs
associated to a high status.

Regarding result (b), an increase in the income of the poor increases their incentive
to signal their wealth. Therefore, for a fixed and small variety of status goods supplied,
as poor individuals become richer, status goods have to get more expensive in order
to allow rich individuals to differentiate themselves from the poor. Monopolists can
therefore charge a higher price for their conspicuous good and receive a greater profit.

Result (c) shows that monopolists do not adjust their price in response to a change
in the numerosity of poor individuals. If the population encompasses a higher frac-
tion of poor individuals, the income left for rich individuals is divided among fewer
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people. As a result, each rich individual is endowed with a higher income. However,
this change does not alter the incentive of poor individuals to purchase status goods.
Therefore, rich individuals do not experience a higher competition for status and do
not need to adjust their spending on status goods. Their additional income is simply
spent on normal goods.

The mechanisms are the same as in section 4.1. However, p instead of VR adjusts
in order to make the incentive compatibility constraint binding. As a result, the same
comparisons with the theoretical papers of section 3 can be made regarding the effect
of change in the income distribution on the demand for status goods (p here). A new
result appears compared to section 4.1. Restricting the supply of status goods allows
monopolists to charge a higher price and to receive greater profits. This result is sup-
ported by ? and ?. Even if, in both models, a single monopolist supplies all the status
goods as opposed to the present section, we can still compare them to my model. In
their model, consumers have to select only one item from a fixed supply of different
amounts of money (?) or from a fixed supply of quality-price offers (?). ? finds that
restricting the supply of conspicuous goods drives consumers to pool around more
expensive items in order to be associated with the desired status. The monopolist can
therefore extract more profit by supplying a small variety of status goods. Similarly, ?
finds that concern for image allows the monopolist to set a higher price for its status
goods and receive higher profit.

4.2.3 One Monopolist

In this section, we investigate the case of a single monopolist supplying all the status
goods. The monopolist can now decide on both, the variety and the price of conspicu-
ous goods to be offered. We analyse the symmetric equilibrium, in which the price of
all status goods is equal. It is interesting to analyse whether the monopolist chooses to
supply a large variety of status goods at a low price, or to supply a small variety at a
higher price. The problem of the monopolist can be written as follows:

maxVR π = VR (p(VR)− 1) (1− β)

s.t. (6)

γ 1
α yP

α + yP = γ 1
α (yP − pVR)

α + (yP − pVR) + VR + s.

Note that we take the price as a function of the variety of status goods supplied, since
we are interested in analysing which variety the monopolist is willing to supply. In
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order to find which strategy maximizes its profit, we can study whether the profit is
increasing or decreasing in the variety of status goods, VR. If the derivative of the profit
with respect to the variety is positive, the optimal strategy is to offer the largest variety
of status goods compatible with the incentive compatibility constraint, at a low price.
If it is negative, the optimal strategy consists in supplying the lowest possible variety
at a very high price.

PROPOSITION 5: The single monopolist prefers to supply a very small variety, VR = ε > 0,
at a very high price, p→ ∞, rather than to supply a large variety at a small price.

Proof. The derivative of the profit with respect to the variety is given by:

dπ

dVR
= (1− β)

(
p(VR)− 1 + VR

dp(VR)

dVR

)
From Lemma 3, we can calculate the derivative of the price with respect to the variety
of status goods by using the implicit function theorem, with Q(VR, p) = 2γ (yP − pVR)

1
2

+ (yP − pVR) + VR + s− 2γyP
1
2 − yP = 0. We obtain:

dp(VR)

dVR
=
−γ (yP − p(VR)VR)

− 1
2 p(VR)− p(VR) + 1

γ (yP − p(VR)VR)
− 1

2 VR + VR

.

Given that condition (5) must hold, the above derivative is strictly smaller than zero
for p ≥ 1.

We now replace p(VR) by its expression (Lemma 3) into the derivative of the price
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with respect to the variety of status goods:

dp(VR)

dVR
=

−γ

[
yP + 2γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2
]− 1

2

γ

[
yP + 2γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2
]− 1

2

VR
2 + VR

2

×

[
−2γ2 + VR + s− 2γyp

1
2 + 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2
]

γ

[
yP + 2γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2
]− 1

2

VR
2 + VR

2

+
2γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2
+ VR

γ

[
yP + 2γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2
]− 1

2

VR
2 + VR

2

We now insert dp(VR)
dVR

into the derivative of the profit with respect to the variety, replace
p(VR) by its expression (Lemma 3), simplify, and get:

dπ

dVR
=

(1− β)

1 + γ

(
yP + 2γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2
)− 1

2


γ

(
yP + 2γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2
)− 1

2

VR + VR

× −VR

γ

(
yP + 2γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2
)− 1

2

VR + VR

+
VR

γ

(
yP + 2γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2
)− 1

2

VR + VR

We then divide both the numerator and the denominator by VR, rearrange and ob-
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tain:

lim
VR→0

dπ

dVR
= − 1− β

1 + 1
γ

(
yP + 2γ2 − s + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2
) 1

2
< 0

This derivative is negative.10 To determine whether this result is a global or a lo-
cal maximum, different values of VR were entered in an Excel table to calculate the
profit. The results concluded that, as VR increases, the profit becomes negative and
falls continuously. Therefore, we have a global maximum of the profit at VR = ε and
p→ ∞.

The above-demonstrated proof is not formal yet shows a very interesting result. In
fact, nobody likes status goods as such. Normal goods are preferred by everybody.
Therefore, the rich purchase conspicuous goods only for signaling purposes. Hence, if
a valid signal can be provided by consuming a small variety of status goods, the mo-
nopolist cannot increase its profit by supplying a larger variety. This is because each
unit of a status good provides less utility than one unit of a normal good. Hence, once
the rich have bought a very small variety of status goods sufficient to be correctly iden-
tified, they spend their residual income on normal goods. It is therefore not optimal
for the monopolist to produce a large variety of status goods, since only a limited part
will be sold. We can reinterpret this result by saying that the rich pay a fix amount of
money to the monopolist that is sufficient to be perceived as being wealthy. All in all,
the monopolist provides the signal but is not willing to create any additional distortion
in consumption. It supplies the minimal variety compatible with a separating equilib-
rium and, in doing so, it allows the rich to spend the minimal amount of their income
on signaling. It follows that as large a part of their income as possible is kept for spend-
ing on normal goods. This result constitutes the main contribution of this thesis and
suggests important policy implications. First, preventing competition in status good
markets would considerably decrease distortion in consumption. Second, it suggests
that innovation in such markets is bad for social welfare.

We are now able to calculate the maximum profit.

LEMMA 4: The maximum profit is equal to:

πmax = lim
VR→0

π =

{
−2γ2 + s− 2γyP

1
2 + 2γ

(
γ2 − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2
}
(1− β)

10We must have γ2 − s + 2γyP
1
2 + yP > 0 in order to have a positive number under the root. This

condition is less restrictive than condition (5) and is therefore satisfied.
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(Proof in Appendix, A9)

We now investigate how it reacts in response to a change in the income of poor in-
dividuals.

PROPOSITION 6: The maximum profit of the single monopolist increases as the income of
the poor rises.

(Proof in Appendix, A10)

In fact, if all the status goods are supplied by the same monopolist, the solution to
the monopolist’s problem is, for rich individuals, to pay the monopolist a fix amount of
money in order to display their wealth and to be correctly identified by the third party.
As poor individuals become richer, the incentive compatibility constraint implies that
an appropriate dissuasion of imitation is, for the rich, to pay a larger amount of money
to the monopolist.

In ?’s model, the single monopolist supplies a restricted menu of items to a contin-
uum of consumers, from which consumers have to select only one. Concern for status
together with the continuous distribution of income, implies that in equilibrium, con-
sumers pool around some more expensive items in response to a restriction of the sup-
plied menu. The monopolist can therefore coordinate the individuals on the desired
items. In my model, the distribution of income is dicrete and only rich individuals
purchase status goods. Hence, partial pooling does not take place in my model. The
monopolist can only restrict the variety of status goods to offer rich individuals. Be-
cause status goods are purchased merely for their signaling benefit, the monopolist’s
optimal strategy is to supply the lowest possible variety of conspicuous goods at a very
high price. This result is not present in the previous literature and constitutes the main
contribution of this thesis.

5 Extension of the Model: Cardinal Rank

So far, individuals were assumed to care about their relative position in the distribution
of income. That is, what matters for individuals is whether they are perceived as being
rich or poor, whatever the difference between their wealth and the wealth of others.
However, status can be defined in different ways. In particular, as stated in the paper
by ?, people may take into account how much ahead or behind others they are. The
absolute difference of income, also called cardinal rank, might matter.
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In this section, we investigate how the distribution of income affects the demand
for status goods, when people care only about the perception of their absolute income.
This gives rise to an interest in cardinal rank. Apart from that, the model remains
unchanged. As a consequence of the model’s modification, instead of getting a payoff s
associated to being perceived as rich and a payoff of zero associated to being perceived
as poor, individuals get a payoff equal to the inference of their income by the third
party. Formally, the utility becomes:

Ui = γ
1
α

Nα
i + Ni +

∫ Vi

j=0
cijdj + πi, (7)

where πi = E
[
y :
∫ Vi

j=0 pjcijdj,
∫ V−i

j=0 pjc−ijdj
]
. The third party forms an average per-

ception, πi, about consumers’ wealth, according to Bayes rule and prior knowledge of
the distribution of income (?). We assume that poor individuals are endowed with a
non-zero income, i.e. yP > 0.

5.1 Exogenous Prices

As in the previous model, status is defined such that a higher status is granted to
individuals with greater conspicuous consumption. It follows that the equilibrium is a
separating equilibrium, in which individuals are correctly identified. More specifically,
in the present setup, we have πP = yP and πR = yR. Similarly to section 4.1, we first
assume that prices are exogenously given. In section 4.1, we have solved the problem
for pj = p ≥ 1 ∀j. In this section, for the sake of simplicity, we will focus on the case
where the price of status goods and the price of normal goods are identical. Formally,
pj = 1, ∀j.

In the present case, where cardinal rank matters, Lemma 1 still holds. Because the
third party makes the correct inference regarding the income of the poor, the latter
have no incentive to increase their spending on status goods in order to mislead the
third party. They thus maximize their direct utility and decide to consume no status
goods. We get VP

∗ = 0 and NP
∗ = yP.

The problem of the rich for pj = 1, ∀j becomes:

maxVR UR = γ 1
α (yR −VR)

α + 2yR

s.t. (8)

γ 1
α yP

α + yP = γ 1
α (yP −VR)

α + yR
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We then solve the incentive compatibility constraint of problem (8) for VR.

LEMMA 5: In any separating equilibrium,

VR
∗ = min

{
yP −

(
yα

P +
α

γ
(yP − yR)

) 1
α

, yP

}
.

Again, the condition pVR
∗ ≤ yP must hold. As before, we will restrict our attention

to the set of parameters for which this condition holds with strict inequality. From
Lemma 5, it can be shown that the set of parameters is equal to:

yR < yP +
γ

α
yP

α . (9)

We now turn to the comparative statics of the variety of conspicuous goods pur-
chased by the rich. For simplicity, we use α = 1

2 .

PROPOSITION 7: The equilibrium variety of status goods consumed by rich individuals,
VR
∗, (a) increases with the reward of being perceived as being rich, yR, (b) increases with yP if

yP is low, such that (3−β)γ+yP
1
2

(1−β)γyP−1+yP
− 1

2
< yR < yP + 2γyP

1
2 , decreases with yP, if yP is high,

such that yR < (3−β)γ+yP
1
2

(1−β)γyP−1+yP
− 1

2
, and (c) increases with β.

Formally, result (b) can be written as:

dVR
∗

dyP
=


> 0 i f yR >

(3− β)γ + yP
1
2

(1− β)γyP−1 + yP
− 1

2

< 0 i f yR <
(3− β)γ + yP

1
2

(1− β)γyP−1 + yP
− 1

2

(Proof in Appendix, A11)

We have previously argued that the higher the reward associated to being perceived
as rich, the greater the incentive of the poor to purchase status goods and the more rich
individuals spend money on conspicuous goods. In the present case, it means that the
higher the income of the rich, the larger the value of being considered rich relatively
to being considered poor, and the greater the incentive of poor individuals to attempt
to be perceived as rich. Therefore, rich individuals need to increase their spending on
status goods to dissuade imitation by the poor.
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Result (b) points out that two mechanisms come into play. On the one hand, if the
income of the poor is low but still sufficiently large to ensure that rich individuals
do not waste money (condition (9)), then the difference between the reward of being
perceived as rich and the reward of being perceived as poor is large. Consequently, the
poor have a greater incentive to spend a large amount of money on signaling, since the
gain of misleading the third party and being perceived as wealthy is high. Formally,

if (3−β)γ+yP
1
2

(1−β)γyP−1+yP
− 1

2
< yR < yP + 2γyP

1
2 , then an increase in the income of the poor is

insufficient to catch up with the rich and therefore the incentive of poor individuals
to make the third party believe they are rich is high. As a result, a rise in yP leads to
strong competition for status and rich individuals need to increase their purchase of
status goods to dissuade imitation by the poor. On the other hand, if the income of the

poor is large, such that, yR < (3−β)γ+yP
1
2

(1−β)γyP−1+yP
− 1

2
, the difference between status associated

to being perceived as rich versus poor is small. It follows that the incentive of the poor
to imitate the rich is lower than in the previous case. So, an increase in yP allows the
rich to decrease their purchase of status goods.

Result (c) differs from previous sections too. An increase in the numerosity of poor
individuals in the population leads rich individuals to purchase a larger variety of
status goods. This effect stems from the indirect effect of β on yR. The reason of the
increase in the variety of status goods demanded by the rich in response to an increase
in the fraction of the poor is the higher status associated to being perceived as a rich
individual. This mechanism has been explained in result (a).

We have seen that greater equality in the distribution of income increases compe-
tition for status and thus leads to a higher demand for status goods under ordinal
ranking (??). However, the opposite may happen when people care about cardinal
ranking and when the society is affluent. As an affluent society becomes more equal,
i.e. either yP increases or β falls, poor and rich individuals are closer to each other in
terms of income. The value of being considered rich relatively to being considered poor
gets smaller, and the incentive of the poor to imitate the rich is weakened. Therefore,
rich individuals respond by an decrease in conspicuous expenditures. This result is in
accordance with the paper by ?, in which individuals care about their cardinal rank.

5.2 Endogenous Prices

As in section 4.2, three production processes are possible. We also consider solely the
symmetric equilibrium in which all monopolists supply their status good at the same
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price. In the first case, the exogenous variety of status goods supplied by all monopo-
lists is large. The solution to this problem is the same as in section 4.2.1. As mentioned
previously, rich individuals prefer to signal their wealth by buying a large variety of
status goods, rather than purchasing more expensive ones. Because the supply of sta-
tus goods by monopolists is large, rich individuals can choose the variety that satisfies
the incentive compatibility constraint with equality for any price offered by monop-
olists. As a result, a rise in the price of status goods by monopolists is unnecessary,
as the incentive compatibility constraint is binding for all prices. It follows that mo-
nopolists’ optimal choice is to maximize their profit. The large number of firms leads
to a strong competition in prices and forces monopolists to set their price equal to the
marginal cost of production. We are back to the situation where pj = 1, ∀j (section 5.1).
In this section, we will investigate the two remaining cases in which either the variety
supplied by all monopolists is small, or in which all the status goods are offered by a
single monopolist.

5.2.1 Small Number of Monopolists Supplying Status Goods

In this section, the exogenous variety offered by all monopolists is small. For a given
price set by monopolists, it is likely that rich individuals do not manage to purchase a
large enough variety of status goods that makes poor individuals unwilling to imitate
them. Monopolists can therefore raise their price and thus their profit up to the point
where the incentive compatibility constraint is binding. This results in a situation of
monopolistic competition. The problem of each monopolist for pj = p, ∀j is:

maxp πj = π = (p− 1)(1− β), ∀j

s.t. (10)

γ 1
α yP

α + 2yP = γ 1
α (yP − pVR)

α + (yP − pVR) + VR + yR.

To simplify calculations, we set α = 1
2 and then solve the incentive compatibility con-

straint of problem (10) for p.

LEMMA 6: In any separating equilibrium,

p∗ = min


−2γ2 + VR + yR − 2γyP

1
2 − yP + 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − yR + 2γyP

1
2 + 2yP

) 1
2

VR
,

yP

VR

 .
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(Proof in Appendix, A12)

Again, we know from section 4.1 that a negative relationship exists between VR and
p. It follows that a small variety of status goods offered implies that the price of status
goods is strictly greater than one. The latter result also applies to the extension of the
model, since only the utility derived from status undergoes a change. As in previous
sections, it is also important to note that condition p∗VR ≤ yP must hold. Again, we
will restrict our attention to the set of parameters for which this condition holds with
strict inequality. This condition is satisfied with strict inequality, if and only if:

2γyP
1
2 + 2yP > VR + yR (11)

holds.

(Proof in Appendix, A13)

We are now ready to study the comparative statics of the price set by all monopolists.

PROPOSITION 8: The equilibrium price of status goods set by all monopolists, p∗, (a) in-
creases with the reward of being perceived as being rich, yR, (b) increases with yP if yP is low,

such that (3−β)(1−β)γ2+γ(6−4β)yP
1
2 +2yP

(1−β)2γ2yP−1+2(1−β)γyP
− 1

2 +1
−VR < yR < 2γyP

1
2 + 2yP −VR, decreases with yP

if yP is large, such that yR < (3−β)(1−β)γ2+γ(6−4β)yP
1
2 +2yP

(1−β)2γ2yP−1+2(1−β)γyP
− 1

2 +1
−VR, and (c) increases with β.

Formally, result (b) can be written as:

dp∗

dyP
=


> 0 i f yR >

(3− β)(1− β)γ2 + γ(6− 4β)yP
1
2 + 2yP

(1− β)2γ2yP−1 + 2(1− β)γyP
− 1

2 + 1
−VR

< 0 i f yR <
(3− β)(1− β)γ2 + γ(6− 4β)yP

1
2 + 2yP

(1− β)2γ2yP−1 + 2(1− β)γyP
− 1

2 + 1
−VR

(Proof in Appendix, A14)

Again, we observe exactly the same dynamics as for VR
∗, when prices are exoge-

nous. Result (a) in the above proposition shows that a higher status associated to being
perceived as rich gives poor individuals a greater incentive to indulge in conspicuous
consumption. Therefore, rich individuals must spend a larger amount of money for
each available status good in order to end up in a separating equilibrium and monop-
olists can increase their profit by raising their price.
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Depending on whether the absolute difference between the status associated to be-
ing perceived as rich and the status associated to being perceived as poor is below or
above a certain threshold, the behaviour of the rich in response to an increase in the
income of the poor changes. The intuition is exactly the same as in section 5.1. How-
ever, in the present case, rich individuals cannot buy the variety of status goods that
would be optimal given the price set by all monopolists, since monopolists supply just
a small variety of conspicuous goods. Rich individuals buy all the status goods offered
and the monopolists can increase their profit by increasing their prices, up to the point
where the incentive compatibility constraint holds with equality. Thus, in this case,
the price set by the monopolists adjusts in response to a change in the income of the
poor. If the poor are very poor, the prize for competition in status is very large. As a
consequence, an increase in the revenue of the poor does not decrease the difference
between both incomes by a large enough amount to allow the poor to catch up with
the rich. Therefore, it does not decrease competition for status. On the contrary, be-
cause the reward of being perceived as rich versus poor is large, an increase in poor
individuals’ income strengthens the competition for status and forces the rich to pay a
higher price for status goods in order to dissuade imitation by the poor. In this situ-
ation, monopolists can increase their prices. If instead the poor are rich enough, such
that the prize for competition in status is small, the incentive of the rich to differentiate
themselves from the poor and the incentive of the poor to catch up with the rich are
lower, as the income of the poor rises. Consequently, an increase in the income of the
poor implies a fall in competition for status and a decrease in the willingness of the
rich to invest in signaling. As a result, the rich are not willing to pay a price as large as
before and monopolists must lower their price.

The intuition for result (c) is the same as in section 5.1. The increase in prices set
by monopolists as a consequence of an increase in the numerosity of poor individuals
stems from the increase in the ”prize” of being perceived as rich.

As in section 4, we find similar mechanisms where the price is exogenous and where
the price is endogenous with a small variety supplied by all monopolists. However,
in the latter case, p adjusts to changes instead of VR. Therefore, the same comparisons
with the papers by ? as in section 5.1 can be made regarding the effect of a change in
the income distribution on the demand for status goods (p here).
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5.2.2 One Monopolist

We now turn to the case where a single monopolist supplies all the status goods. The
problem of the single monopolist is:

maxVR π = VR (p(VR)− 1) (1− β)

s.t. (12)

γ 1
α yP

α + 2yP = γ 1
α (yP − pVR)

α + (yP − pVR) + VR + yR.

As stated earlier, the optimal strategy for the single monopolist is to offer a very small
variety of conspicuous goods at a very high price. In fact, in the extension of the model,
the specification of the utility function is still such that normal goods are preferred over
status goods. Rich individuals consume status goods only for their signaling character-
istic. Consequently, supplying a limited part of status goods is the best strategy for the
monopolist. The rich are willing to consume a variety of status goods that just allows
them to differentiate themselves from the poor. Once this goal is achieved, they spend
their residual income on normal goods, whose consumption makes them happier. We
can calculate the maximum profit in this case.

LEMMA 7: The maximum profit is equal to:

πmax =

(
−2γ2 + yR − 2γyP

1
2 − yP + 2γ

(
γ2 − yR + 2γyP

1
2 + 2yP

) 1
2
)
(1− β) .

(Proof in Appendix, A15)

We are now interested in analysing how the maximum profit, i.e. the limit of the
profit when the variety approaches zero, reacts to a change in the income of the poor.
From the results of the previous sections, we expect the profit to first increase in the
income of the poor but beyond a given threshold of that income, the trend would be
reversed.

PROPOSITION 9: If yP is low, such that (3−β)(1−β)γ2+γ(6−4β)yP
1
2 +2yP

(1−β)2γ2yP−1+2(1−β)γyP
− 1

2 +1
< yR < 2γyP

1
2 +

2yP, then the maximum profit of the single monopolist, πmax, increases with the income of the

poor, yP. If yP is large, such that yR < (3−β)(1−β)γ2+γ(6−4β)yP
1
2 +2yP

(1−β)2γ2yP−1+2(1−β)γyP
− 1

2 +1
, then the maximum profit

of the single monopolist, πmax, decreases with the income of the poor, yP.
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Formally, we have:

dπ

dyP
=


> 0 i f yR >

(3− β)(1− β)γ2 + γ(6− 4β)yP
1
2 + 2yP

(1− β)2γ2yP−1 + 2(1− β)γyP
− 1

2 + 1

< 0 i f yR <
(3− β)(1− β)γ2 + γ(6− 4β)yP

1
2 + 2yP

(1− β)2γ2yP−1 + 2(1− β)γyP
− 1

2 + 1

(Proof in Appendix, A16)

We observe that the condition under which the profit of the single monopolist is
increasing (decreasing) with the income of the poor is the same as the condition under
which the price is increasing (decreasing) with the income of the poor, for VR = 0. This
result is therefore convincing. The interpretation is identical to the interpretation of
result (b) in Proposition 8.

We have already argued that the result concerning the optimal strategy of the sin-
gle monopolist is new. Moreover, the response of the maximum profit to a change in
the income distribution is consistent with the behaviour of the price in response to a
change in poor individuals’ income. Therefore, the intuition of this result is consis-
tent with the intuition in the paper by ? where the case of a single monopolist is not
addressed.

5.3 Redistribution

We have seen that when individuals care about their cardinal rank, a rise in the income
of the poor can lead to a decrease in the spending on conspicuous goods by the rich,
if the poor are rich enough. This result suggests that if the poor are endowed with
an income exceeding a certain threshold, an increase in the latter may decrease the
distortion in consumption, and thus may have a welfare enhancing effect on both,
the rich and the poor. In this section, we investigate the condition(s) under which a
balanced-budget redistribution from the rich to the poor makes the poor and the rich
better off, when all individuals care about the perception of their absolute income.
Formally, a balanced-budget redistribution is defined as: β∆yP + (1− β)∆yR = 0.
In this section, we will address two cases. In the first case, the price of all goods is
exogenous and equal to one. In the second case, a single monopolist supplies all the
status goods. It is sufficient to investigate these two cases, since the mechanisms when
all prices are equal to one are similar to all other cases except the case of the single
monopolist. More specifically, when prices are exogenous or endogenous, VR

∗ and
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p∗ behave the same in response to a change in the income of the poor yP. The only
difference is whether the variety or the price adjusts in response to the change.

5.3.1 Exogenous Prices

Let us begin with the first case. The purpose of this section is to find the condition(s)
under which poor and rich individuals are made better off by redistribution. To do
so, we need to calculate the derivative of their utility with respect to yP. Note that the
present analysis is a special case of the analysis by ?.

From section 5.1, we know that VP
∗ = 0 and VR

∗ = yP−
(

yP
α + α

γ (yP − yR)
) 1

α with
yR < yP + γ

α yP
α. We insert the optimal varieties of status goods consumed by the poor

and the rich into the utility function to find their respective utility. We obtain:

UP = γ
1
α

yP
α + 2yP (13)

UR = γ
1
α

(
yR − yP +

(
yP

α +
α

γ
(yP − yR)

) 1
α

)α

+ yR − yP

+

(
yP

α +
α

γ
(yP − yR)

) 1
α

+ yP −
(

yP
α +

α

γ
(yP − yR)

) 1
α

+ yR (14)

Taking the derivative of the utility of the poor with respect to their income, we find:

dUP

yP
= γyP

α−1 + 2 > 0 (15)

Because γ > 0, and yP > 0, we find that a redistribution of income from the rich to the
poor always makes the poor better off.

We now calculate the derivative of the utility function of the rich with respect to the
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income of the poor. It can be shown that it is equal to:

dUR

dyP
= − β

1− β

γ

(
yR − yP +

(
yP

α +
α

γ
(yP − yR)

) 1
α

)α−1

+ 1


+

γ

(
yR − yP +

(
yP

α +
α

γ
(yP − yR)

) 1
α

)α−1


×


γyP

α−1 − γ
(

yP
α + α

γ (yP − yR)
) α−1

α
+ 1 + β

1−β

γ
(

yPα + α
γ (yP − yR)

) α−1
α

−
β

1− β
(16)

We are now able to investigate under what circumstances dUR
dyP

is likely to be positive.
First, let us analyse how status should depend on the income levels to make equation
(16) likely to be positive. We know that dH

dyP
= dyR

dyP
= − β

1−β and that dL
dyP

= dyP
dyP

= 1.

From the last two lines of equation (16), we observe that dH
dyP

= − β
1−β is multiplied by:


γ

(
yR − yP +

(
yP

α + α
γ (yP − yR)

) 1
α

)α−1

γ
(

yPα + α
γ (yP − yR)

) α−1
α

− 1

 .

Because yR − yP > 0 and α ∈ (0, 1), the latter expression is smaller than zero. It
follows that H = yR needs to be insensitive to a change in yP. In other words, the
closer dH

dyP
= − β

1−β is to zero, the more likely it is to make the rich better off. As
a result, β should be close to zero. In fact, if there are only a few poor people but
many rich people in the population, a small amount of money taken from the rich is
sufficient to finance the redistributive policy. As a result, rich individuals do not see
their income fall by a large amount. Second, we observe that β also enters equation
(16) in the first line. This term corresponds to dyR

dyP
. Note that β affects the utility of the

rich in two ways. On the one hand, as mentioned before, an increase in the numerosity
of the poor requires a greater reduction in the income of the rich in order to finance
the redistributive policy. On the other hand, an increase in the fraction of the poor
increases the endowment of income for every rich individual, for a fixed total income.
It follows that the status assigned to rich individuals increases. However, we know

from condition (9) that

{
γ

(
yR − yP +

(
yP

α + α
γ (yP − yR)

) 1
α

)α−1

+ 1

}
is larger than
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zero. The overall effect of β, i.e. its effect on dH
dyP

in addition to its effect on dyR
dyP

, is
therefore negative.

We now turn to the shape of the utility function. We notice that the term γyP
α−1

−γ
(

yP
α + α

γ (yP − yR)
) α−1

α is smaller than zero. Therefore, the closer to zero it is, the
more likely it is to improve the welfare of the rich. This can be achieved when yP and
yR are close to each other. It means that the status associated to being perceived as
poor should be close to the status associated to being perceived as rich. If this is the
case, the poor are not willing to spend a large amount of money on signaling, since
the gain on being perceived as rich compared to the gain on being perceived as poor
is low. Similarly, rich individuals do not fear the likelihood of being perceived as poor.
Consequently, the competition for status is low and rich individuals decrease their
consumption of status goods (dVR

∗

dyP
< 0, if yP is large). Another possibility of making

the above expression close to zero is to have a very flat utility function. Again, this can
be achieved when yP is very large, i.e. when the society is affluent. In such a society,
the cost of renouncing to normal goods in order to spend more money on signaling is
low for both, the rich and the poor.

In summary, rich individuals experience a fall in their income, and consequently of
their status assigned by the third party following the redistribution. However, their
utility decreases only slightly, since the marginal utility from normal goods is small
in an affluent society. At the same time, rich individuals decrease their spending on
status goods in response to the rise in the wealth of the poor. This leads to an increase
in their utility. The second effect is larger than the first one. In fact, the incentive com-
patibility constraint must be satisfied. It means that the left-hand side, i.e. the utility
of the poor when they consume no status goods, must be equal to the right-hand side,
i.e their utility when they consume the optimal consumption basket of the rich. On the
left-hand side of the incentive compatibility constraint, the increase in yP leads to an
increase in the purchase of normal goods and in the status. Consequently, poor indi-
viduals are better off. On the right-hand side of the incentive compatibility constraint,
the variety of status goods consumed by the rich decreases and more normal goods
are purchased, increasing the utility. Moreover, the decrease in yR drives the status of
the individuals perceived as being rich down. However, because the incentive com-
patibility constraint must hold with equality, the first effect, i.e. the increase in utility
due to the fall in the spending on signaling, dominates. We thus may conclude that it
is possible to make the rich better off.

By this time, we have not depicted the exact conditions under which redistribu-
tion improves the welfare of rich individuals yet. To simplify the analysis, we address
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special cases, in which the redistribution from the rich to the poor can improve the
welfare of both types of individuals. Let us keep in mind that the welfare of the poor
is enhanced in any case.

PROPOSITION 10: If β = 0 and yR < 3γ+yP
1
2

γyP−1+yP
− 1

2
or if yP = yR and yP >

(
βγ

1−2β

)2
,

the balanced-budget redistribution from the rich to the poor makes both the poor and the rich
better off.

(Proof in Appendix, A17)

From the above interpretation, we know that a small proportion of poor individuals
will increase the likelihood of making the rich better off. It leads us to try the special
case β = 0. Another circumstance under which it is likely to enhance the welfare
of rich individuals is when the status assigned by the third party to rich individuals
and to poor individuals are close to each other. This justifies a special case in which
yR = yP.

For the case where β = 0, the condition under which rich individuals are made bet-
ter off, corresponds exactly to the condition under which the variety of status goods
consumed by the rich decreases with the income of the poor for β = 0 (Result (b) in
Proposition 7). It follows that if the proportion of poor individuals in the population
approaches zero, and if the income of the poor is large enough such that rich individu-
als decrease their spending on status goods as the redistribution of income occurs, the
redistribution of income improves the welfare of rich individuals. In the case where
yP = yR, the necessary condition for redistribution to improve the welfare of the rich
is more restrictive than the condition under which rich individuals decrease their con-
spicuous expenditures in response to a rise in the income of the poor. In fact, the latter
condition is reduced to yP > 0 for yP = yR.

? investigate the circumstances under which it is likely to make rich individuals
better off. The direction taken by the parameters should be the same as in the present
study, however, my model is a specific case of their paper.

5.3.2 One Monopolist

Let us now turn to the second case, where all the status goods are supplied by the
same monopolist. We already know that the strategy maximizing its profit is to offer
a small variety of status goods at a very high price. In other words, rich individuals
pay a fix amount of money to the monopolist and spend all their residual income on
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normal goods. We denote the fix amount of money paid by rich individuals to the
single monopolist by F. From the maximum profit of the single monopolist in Lemma
7, we deduce that:

F =
πmax

1− β

= −2γ2 + yR − 2γyP
1
2 − yP + 2γ

(
γ2 − yR + 2γyP

1
2 + 2yP

) 1
2 .

We are interested in investigating, whether the redistribution of income from rich to
poor individuals can improve their welfare. That is, we want to calculate whether the
utility of the poor and the rich depends positively on a change in yP.

Note that the utility of poor individuals remains unchanged compared to the first
case. Therefore, we know that redistribution enhances their welfare. We are now ready
to address the circumstances, under which the rich can be made better off. We start by
calculating the utility of a rich individual when α = 1

2 , and get:

UR = 2γ

{
2γ2 + yP + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 − yR + 2yP + 2γyP

1
2

) 1
2
} 1

2

+ 2γ2

+ yP + 2γyP
1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 − yR + 2yP + 2γyP

1
2

) 1
2
+ yR

It can be shown that the derivative of UR with respect to yP is equal to:

dUR

dyP
= γ

{
2γ2 + yP + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 − yR + 2yP + 2γyP

1
2

) 1
2
}− 1

2

×
{

1 + γyP
− 1

2 − γ
(

γ2 − yR + 2yP + 2γyP
1
2

)− 1
2
(

β

1− β
+ 2 + γyP

− 1
2

)}
+ 1 + γyP

− 1
2 − γ

(
γ2 − yR + 2yP + 2γyP

1
2

)− 1
2
(

β

1− β
+ 2 + γyP

− 1
2

)
− β

1− β
(17)

Again, we try to find special cases for which equation (17) is positive.

PROPOSITION 11: If β = 0 and yR < 3γ2+6γyP
1
2 +2yP

γ2yP−1+2γyP
− 1

2 +1
, the redistribution improves the

welfare of rich individuals.
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(Proof in Appendix, A18)

We find that the condition that must hold besides β = 0 is equal to the condition,
under which p∗ decreases with yP for VR = 0. Therefore, it corresponds to the case in
which the profit of the monopolist decreases with the income of poor individuals. It
means that redistribution improves the welfare of both rich and poor individuals at the
expense of the welfare of the monopolist. It seems convincing that not everybody can
benefit from the redistribution of income. Moreover, it can be shown that the condition
that must hold besides β = 0 is more restrictive in the case of exogenous prices than
in the case of a single monopolist. It means that it is easier to make rich individuals
better off in the present case. In fact, rich individuals pay a fix amount of money cor-
responding the a small variety of status goods purchased at a very high price to the
monopolist to be correctly identified. It follows that the decrease in the small conspic-
uous consumption following the redistribution of income increases the utility of the
rich considerably. It is easy to improve their welfare by preventing signaling.

? have not investigated the case of the single monopolist. Therefore, the latter result
showing that a redistribution of income from the rich to the poor can make both classes
better off more easily in the case where all the status goods are supplied by a single
monopolist is new and constitutes the main contribution of this thesis.

We have seen that preventing competition in the market of status goods reduces dis-
tortion in consumption. Moreover, it has been shown that when individuals care about
their cardinal rank in the income distribution, it is possible to implement a redistribu-
tion policy that improves the welfare of both the poor and the rich. But the conditions
under which the redistribution policy achieves higher individuals’ welfare are softer if
the status goods are supplied by a single monopolist. Again, preventing competition
in the market of status goods is good for the welfare of the individuals.

6 Summary of Results

In the present thesis we have investigated the effect of inequality on the demand for
status goods under different pricing methods. In this model, the population studied
consists of two groups of individuals, the poor and the rich. They are assumed to care
about their consumption of normal and status goods and, in addition, about status.
Consequently, individuals’ decisions are strategic and individuals seek to signal their
wealth through the purchase of status goods. Furthermore, individuals are assumed
to prefer normal goods over status goods at each consumption level. It follows that in
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equilibrium, only the rich purchase status goods in order to differentiate themselves
from the poor. It is important to note that, if status goods are available in any variety
and at any price, individuals prefer to signal their wealth through the variety of status
they purchase rather than through the price.

First, the above relationship is addressed when prices of status goods are exoge-
nous and when status goods are available in an unrestricted variety. It is important to
note that the effect of inequality on rich individuals’ demand for status goods depends
strongly on how we define status. When individuals care about whether they are be-
hind or ahead others, no matter how far they are from them, they are told to care about
their ordinal rank. In this case, an increase in equality resulting from an increase in the
income of the poor increases the competition for status, since it makes it easier for the
poor to imitate the rich. Therefore, in order to dissuade imitation by the poor, the rich
must purchase a larger variety of status goods. However, when individuals care about
how much ahead or behind others they are, i.e. about their cardinal rank, an increase
in the income of the poor may have two effects. If the poor are endowed with a very
low income, such that the difference between the status associated to being perceived
as poor and the status associated to being perceived as rich is large, a rise in the in-
come of the poor has the same effect as in the previous case. If instead, the poor are
rich enough, such that the difference between the status of the rich and the status of the
poor is low, an increase in the income of the poor decreases the incentive of the poor
to imitate the rich. As a result, the rich can decrease their spending on conspicuous
goods and still be perceived as rich.

If equality increases following a fall in the frequency of poor individuals in the pop-
ulation, the rich will not adjust their demand for status goods if all individuals care
about their ordinal rank, whereas they will decrease their spending on status goods if
all individuals care about their cardinal rank. The latter result stems from the decrease
in the reward of being perceived as rich involving a lower incentive for the poor to
imitate the rich. Therefore, rich individuals need to spend a lower amount of money
on status goods to distinguish themselves.

The relationship between inequality and demand is also addressed when prices are
endogenously determined by firms and when the supply of status goods is fixed. It
has been found that the same mechanisms as in the case in which prices are exogenous
take place, in both cases when individuals care about their ordinal and cardinal rank.
If the variety supplied by all monopolists is small, the change in the demand arises
through an adjustment of the price. If the rich cannot purchase a large enough variety
of status goods to dissuade imitation by the poor, the rich are forced to pay a higher
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price for those goods to display their wealth. Therefore, monopolists can extract profit
by charging a higher price for their status good. But the response of the price to a
change in inequality is identical to the above-described response of the variety of status
goods to such a change.

The most surprising and interesting result of the thesis is that when a single monop-
olist supplies all the status goods, its optimal strategy is to supply a very small variety
of those goods at a very high price. This holds for both, concerns for ordinal and car-
dinal rank. It stems from the fact that nobody likes status goods as such. Therefore,
the rich purchase conspicuous goods only for signaling purposes. It indicates that rich
individuals just have to pay a fix amount of money to the monopolist in order to be
considered as rich and spend their residual income on normal goods, which provide
a greater utility than status goods. It is worth emphasizing that the single monopo-
list does not promote distortion in consumption. This result suggests important policy
implications. First, preventing competition in status good markets would consider-
ably decrease distortion in consumption. Second, it suggests that innovation in those
markets is bad for social welfare.

It has been found that an increase in equality following a rise in the income of the
poor leads the rich to decrease their spending on status goods when individuals care
about their cardinal rank and live in an affluent society. This suggests that a redistribu-
tion of income from the rich to the poor may improve social welfare. In fact, we have
seen that under certain circumstances, redistribution can make both the poor and the
rich better off. In particular, it has been shown that it is easier to improve the welfare
of all individuals in the case where one monopolist supplies all the status goods than
in other cases. Of course, this occurs at the expense of the monopolist.
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7 Conclusion

In this thesis, we have investigated the relationship between inequality and demand
for status goods under different pricing methods. In a first step, several models of
conspicuous consumption have been analysed to help modelling the utility function,
to understand the consequences of different underlying assumptions and to get the
intuition regarding the effect of inequality on demand. In a second step, a model has
been developed to analyse how the relationship between inequality and demand is
affected by the way of pricing status goods.

When status is defined as the ordinal rank in the distribution of income, an increase
in equality following an increase in the income of the poor leads the rich to increase
their demand for status goods in order to dissuade imitation by the poor. It follows
that greater equality within the society resulting from an increase in the income of the
poor fosters the distortion in consumption. However, when status is defined as the
cardinal rank in the distribution of income, a rise in the income of the poor may allow
the rich to decrease their spending on conspicuous goods and still be perceived as rich.
This holds if the poor are rich enough, such that the difference between the status of
the rich and the status of the poor is low. In sum, if society is affluent, an increase
in equality following an increase in the income of the poor may reduce distortion in
consumption. These results hold for all pricing methods except for the case of a single
monopolist. However, depending on how status goods are priced, the adjustment
in demand can either arise through an adjustment in the variety of status goods or
through an adjustment in their price.

The most surprising and interesting result of the thesis is that when a single monop-
olist supplies all the status goods, its optimal strategy is to supply a very small variety
of those goods at a very high price. Therefore, it is easier to find a redistribution of in-
come that makes the rich and the poor better off in the case of a single monopolist than
in other cases. This suggests that the single monopolist does not promote distortion in
consumption. It is important to note that this result stems from the assumptions that
normal goods are strictly preferred over status goods, that there exist only two groups
of individuals, the rich and the poor, and that individuals care about their status either
defined as their ordinal rank or their cardinal rank in the distribution of income. In-
deed, the first assumption together with the second assumption implies that only rich
individuals consume status goods and that they purchase them solely to signal their
wealth. Therefore, the single monopolist cannot increase profits by increasing the va-
riety of status goods it supplies, if a small variety of status goods is sufficient for the
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rich to be correctly identified. Note that the assumption that normal goods are always
preferred over status goods may be a little bit extreme. For example, it seems more
realistic that beyond a certain level of consumption of normal goods, rich individu-
als value an additional watch more than additional toothpaste. Hence, further study
may use preferences exhibiting a larger marginal utility of status goods than normal
goods beyond a certain consumption level of normal goods. It may also be interesting
to introduce the middle-class into the model and analyse how the optimal strategy of
the single monopolist changes. The third assumption implies that the status-bearing
object, i.e. the object whose distribution in the population is thought to grant status,
is the individuals’ income. However, the ways used by consumers to display their
status evolves continuously. If in the 1950s individuals sought to keep up with their
neighbours by purchasing as many goods as them, today’s consumers rather seek to
flaunt their hipness or virtue. Markets are shaped to offer products allowing individu-
als to express their personalities, their willingness to be perceived as concerned about
world’s problems. Furthermore, today’s consumers increasingly realize that time is
scarce, whereas material possessions are abundant. Consequently, individuals seek to
boast about their activities in leisure time and companies try to supply experiences for
them in addition to material goods (?). This indicates that depending on the object
thought to grant status, the result to the above problem may differ. For instance, we
may take into account that individuals care about differentiating themselves not only
in terms of income but also that they strive to purchase products that reflect their per-
sonality. In this case, the strategy of the single monopolist consisting in supplying a
small variety of status goods would not be optimal. Individuals would be better off if a
large variety of status goods was supplied and the monopolist could increase its profit
by supplying a larger variety of status goods. It is therefore important to keep in mind
that the present thesis solely accounts for status defined as the perception of one’s rel-
ative or absolute income, since it aims to address the impact of income inequality on
demand.

Furthermore, it has been argued earlier that even if concerns for status can be inter-
preted as a vicious character trait, it must be taken into account when thinking about
the implementation of policies. However, policies aiming to decrease the distortion in
consumption due to social comparisons should be well-considered. Indeed, we have
observed that the effect of inequality on the demand for status goods depends strongly
on the definition of status. This demonstrates how important it is, to deeply analyse
how the population of interest cares about status before designing and implementing
policies that aim to decrease distortion in consumption and improve social welfare.

This thesis leaves scope for future research. As mentioned earlier, it would be inter-
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esting to introduce the middle class into this model. We expect the effect of inequal-
ity on demand and the supply of the single monopolist to change if the population
consists of three groups of individuals instead of two, since the competition between
groups would be amended.
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8 Appendix

A1. Proof of Lemma 2

Proof. We plug α = 1
2 into the incentive compatibility constraint of problem (2),

and get:

2γyP
1
2 + yP = 2γ (yP − pVR)

1
2 + (yP − pVR) + VR + s

Let us define x ≡ (yP − pVR)
1
2 and x2 ≡ (yP − pVR), with VR ≡ yP−x2

p . Then, we
substitute x and x2 into the incentive compatibility constraint, put all the terms
on the right-hand side, and obtain the following quadratic equation:(

p− 1
p

)
x2 + 2γx + s− 2γyP

1
2 −

(
p− 1

p

)
yP = 0

Solving for x, we get:

x =
−2γ±

√
4γ2 − 4

(
p−1

p

)
(s− 2γyP

1
2 − p−1

p yP)

2 p−1
p

We know that pVR
∗ ≤ yP. This implies that x ≡ (yP − pVR

∗)
1
2 ≥ 0, and thus

x2 ≡ (yP − pVR
∗) ≥ 0. Therefore, we choose the solution for x that makes it

larger than or equal to zero. After simplification, we get:

x =

(
p

p− 1

)(
−γ +

{
γ2 −

(
p− 1

p

)(
s− 2γyP

1
2 − p− 1

p
yP

)} 1
2
)

To find VR
∗, we need to calculate x2:

x2 =

(
p

p− 1

)2
(

2γ2 − 2γ

{
γ2 −

(
p− 1

p

)(
s− 2γyP

1
2 − p− 1

p
yP

)} 1
2
)

−
(

p
p− 1

)2(( p− 1
p

)(
s− 2γyP

1
2 − p− 1

p
yP

))
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Using VR
∗ = yP−x2

p , we finally get:

VR
∗ =

yP

p
− p

(p− 1)2

(
2γ2 − 2γ

{
γ2 − p− 1

p

(
s− 2γyP

1
2 − p− 1

p
yP

)} 1
2
)

+
p

(p− 1)2

((
p− 1

p

)(
s− 2γyP

1
2 − p− 1

p
yP

))

A2. Proof of condition (3)

Proof.

x ≡ (yP − pVR
∗)

1
2 =

(
p

p− 1

)(
−γ +

{
γ2 −

(
p− 1

p

)(
s− 2γyP

1
2 − p− 1

p
yP

)} 1
2
)

> 0

Because p ≥ 1, we can divide the above equation by
(

p
p−1

)
and keep the same

sign of inequality:

{
γ2 −

(
p− 1

p

)(
s− 2γyP

1
2 − p− 1

p
yP

)} 1
2

> γ

⇔ γ2 −
(

p− 1
p

)(
s− 2γyP

1
2 − p− 1

p
yP

)
> γ2

We then substract γ2 on both sides, again divide the above expression by
(

p
p−1

)
,

and get:

2γyP
1
2 +

p− 1
p

yP > s

A3. Proof of Proposition 1

Proof of result (a)

Proof. In order to find the derivative of VR
∗ with respect to s, we use the implicit

function theorem which says that:
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If Q(x, y) = 0, the derivative of the implicit function y(x) with respect to x is given by:

dy
dx

= −∂Q/∂x
∂Q/∂y

In this case, Q(s, VR
∗) = 2γ (yP − pVR

∗)
1
2 − pVR

∗ + VR
∗ + s − 2γyP

1
2 = 0. We

thus get:

dVR
∗

ds
= − ∂Q/∂s

∂Q/∂VR
∗ =

1

γ (yP − pVR
∗)−

1
2 p + p− 1

> 0

The above derivative is positive, if and only if (yP − pVR
∗)−

1
2 > 0, given that

p ≥ 1. Since condition (3) must hold, the above derivative is positive.

Proof of result (b)

Proof. We use the implicit function theorem to find the derivative of VR
∗ with

respect to yP, where Q(yP, VR
∗) = 2γ (yP − pVR

∗)
1
2 − pVR

∗ + VR
∗ + s− 2γyP

1
2

= 0.

dVR
∗

dyP
= − ∂Q/∂yP

∂Q/∂VR
∗ =

γ (yP − pVR
∗)−

1
2 − γyP

− 1
2

γ (yP − pVR
∗)−

1
2 p + p− 1

> 0

Because condition (3) must hold, p ≥ 1 and γ (yP − pVR
∗)−

1
2 − γyP

− 1
2 is larger

than zero, we can conclude that VR
∗ depends positively on yP.

Proof of result (c)

Proof. We first have a look at how the income of rich individuals is affected by a
change in β. Note that yP is assumed to remain unchanged and recall that total
income, y, is fixed. From the equation of total revenue, we get yR = y−βyP

1−β .

dyR

dβ
=

y− yP

(1− β)2 > 0

If the fraction of poor individuals in the population increases, the income of
poor individuals remaining unchanged, the residual income, y− βyP is divided
among fewer rich individuals. In the end, each rich individual gets a higher rev-
enue. However, we observe from Lemma 2 that the optimal variety of status
goods purchased by the rich is independent of the income of the rich.
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A4. Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. We again use the implicit function theorem with Q(p, VR
∗) = 2γ (yP − pVR

∗)
1
2

− pVR
∗ + VR

∗ + s− 2γyP
1
2 = 0 in order to find the derivative of VR

∗ with respect
to p.

dVR
∗

dp
= − ∂Q/∂p

∂Q/∂VR
∗ =

γ (yP − pVR
∗)−

1
2 VR

∗ + VR
∗

−γ (yP − pVR
∗)−

1
2 p− p + 1

< 0

Because condition (3) has to be satisfied and because p ≥ 1, we know that the
denominator is smaller than zero and that the numerator is greater than zero. It
follows that the variety of status goods consumed by the rich gets smaller as the
price of those goods increases.

A5. Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. To prove the above proposition, I follow exactly the same steps as in Bag-
well and Bernheim (1996).

We know that poor individuals choose not to purchase any status good. It re-
mains to be demonstrated that rich individuals buy status goods at the lowest
price. Suppose that the price of status goods is increasing in j, with p0 ≥ 1.
Proposition 3 can be restated as follows. Rich individuals start to consume status
good j = 0 and go on consuming status goods until good j = VR. They end up
with conspicuous expenditures equal to

∫ VR
j=0 pjdj. Let us remind that individuals’

utility function depends on the consumption of normal goods, the consumption
of status goods and on status. The consumption of normal goods corresponds to
the residual income left after the purchase of status goods. It is thus a function of
conspicuous expenditures. We can write the individual’s utility in general terms
as U

(∫ Vi
j=0 pjdj, Vi, ρ

)
, where ρ = 0 (ρ = s) if the individual is perceived as poor

(rich).

The proof by contradiction will be used. That is, we assume that instead of spend-
ing conspicuous expenditures

∫ VR
j=0 pjdj, rich individuals spend a larger amount

of money on status goods equal to
∫ x+VR

′

j=x pjdj, with x ∈ R+.

First, we need to show that the optimal variety and prices of status goods chosen
by rich individuals satisfy the incentive compatibility constraint with equality. If
this would not be the case, they could increase their utility by selecting a cheaper
bundle that just makes poor individuals indifferent between their own optimal
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bundle and the bundle of the rich. It would involve that the initial optimal bundle
would not be optimal at all (step 1). Second, we have to show that, if poor indi-
viduals are indifferent between a bundle, in which status goods are the cheapest
ones, and a bundle, in which status goods are purchased at higher prices, then
the variety of status goods in the former bundle is larger than the variety of sta-
tus goods in the latter bundle (step 2). Third, it has to be shown that, resulting
from the single-crossing property, rich individuals prefer the former bundle to
the latter one (step 3). Fourth, we show that there exists a bundle that satisfies all
conditions and this bundle encompasses the cheapest status goods (step 4).

Step 1: We show that the incentive compatibility constraint binds. In general
terms, we can write it as follows:

UP
∗ (0, 0, 0) = UP

(∫ x+VR
′

j=x
pjdj, VR

′, s

)
(A1)

To prove this, we also use the proof by contradiction. Consider an x′with
∫ x′+VR

′

j=x′ pjdj

slightly smaller than
∫ x+VR

′

j=x pjdj , where VR
′ remains unchanged. (It follows that

x′ < x.) Suppose that x′ is such that conspicuous expenditures are not minimal,
i.e.
∫ x′+VR

′

j=x′ pjdj ≥
∫ VR

′

j=0 pjdj and that the incentive compatibility constraint of the
poor holds with strict inequality:

UP
∗ (0, 0, 0) > UP

(∫ x′+VR
′

j=x′
pjdj, VR

′, s

)

It follows that poor individuals still prefer their equilibrium payoff over(∫ x′+VR
′

j=x′ pjdj, VR
′
)

, for any s ∈ [0, s].

However, regarding the rich, there are some values of s for which they prefer(∫ x′+VR
′

j=x′ pjdj, VR
′
)

to their equilibrium outcome,
(∫ x+VR

′

j=x pjdj, VR
′
)

. Using the

intuitive criterion, if the third party observes
(∫ x′+VR

′

j=x′ pjdj, VR
′
)

, it will infer that
those individuals are rich and will assign them a status s. However, the rich pre-
fer
(∫ x′+VR

′

j=x′ pjdj, VR
′, s
)

to their equilibrium outcome
(∫ x+VR

′

j=x pjdj, VR
′, s
)

, since
they consume the same variety of status goods at a lower price. It follows that
the equilibrium payoff

(∫ x+VR
′

j=x pjdj, VR
′, s
)

fails the intuitive criterion. As a re-
sult, x must be such that (A1) holds. This means that the rich must choose prices
of status goods that make the incentive compatibility constraint of the poor hold
with equality. In other words, rich individuals choose prices of status goods that
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just allow to prevent imitation by the poor.

Step 2: Let us define V̂ as the largest value of V satisfying:

UP

(∫ V

j=0
pjdj, V, s

)
= UP

∗ (0, 0, 0) , (A2)

To show: V̂ > VR
′. Note that:

UP

(∫ VR
′

j=0
pjdj, VR

′, s

)
> UP

(∫ x+VR
′

j=x
pjdj, VR

′, s

)
(A1)
= UP

∗ (0, 0, 0) (A3)

From (A2) and (A3), it follows that:

UP

(∫ V̂

j=0
pjdj, V̂, s

)
< UP

(∫ VR
′

j=0
pjdj, VR

′, s

)

We deduce that V̂ 6= VR
′. Since V̂ is the maximal value of V satisfying (A2), if

rich consume less than V̂, the incentive compatibility constraint of the poor is not
satisfied, and therefore, V̂ > VR

′ follows from (A3).

Step 3: To show:

UR

(∫ V̂

j=0
pjdj, V̂, s

)
> UR

(∫ x+VR
′

j=x
pjdj, VR

′, s

)

To prove that rich individuals prefer
(∫ V̂

j=0 pjdj, V̂, s
)

to
(∫ x+VR

′

j=x pjdj, VR
′, s
)

, we

use the single-crossing property. This property says that, for any (Ṽ, V,
∫ x̃+Ṽ

j=x̃ pjdj,∫ x+V
j=x pjdj, s), with Ṽ > V and

∫ x̃+Ṽ
j=x̃ pjdj >

∫ x+V
j=x pjdj, s ∈ [0, s],

UP

(∫ x̃+Ṽ

j=x̃
pjdj, Ṽ, s

)
≥ UP

(∫ x+V

j=x
pjdj, V, s

)

implies

UR

(∫ x̃+Ṽ

j=x̃
pjdj, Ṽ, s

)
> UR

(∫ x+V

j=x
pjdj, V, s

)
.

Let us remind that in the present demonstration, the incentive compatibility con-
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straint holds with equality:

UP

(∫ V̂

j=0
pjdj, V̂, s

)
= UP

(∫ x+VR
′

j=x
pjdj, VR

′, s

)
= UP

∗ (0, 0, 0)

We also know that V̂ > VR
′. Using the single-crossing property, it follows that:

UR

(∫ V̂

j=0
pjdj, V̂, s

)
> UR

(∫ x+VR
′

j=x
pjdj, VR

′, s

)
,

and thus
∫ V̂

j=0 pjdj >
∫ x+VR

′

j=x pjdj.

Step 4: There exists a VR and
∫ VR

j=0 pjdj such that:

UP

(∫ VR

j=0
pjdj, VR, s

)
< UP

∗ (0, 0, 0)

and

UR

(∫ VR

j=0
pjdj, VR, s

)
> UR

(∫ x+VR
′

j=x
pjdj, VR

′, s

)

To see this, let VR = V̂ + ε. For ε > 0 sufficiently small,
(∫ VR

j=0 pjdj, VR

)
neces-

sarily satisfies the required properties. Again using the logic of the intuitive cri-
terion, we argue that observing

(∫ VR
j=0 pjdj, VR

)
, the third party infers that those

individuals are rich and respond by s = s. However, rich individuals prefer(∫ VR
j=0 pjdj, VR, s

)
to
(∫ x+VR

′

j=x pjdj, VR
′, s
)

. As a result, the equilibrium candidate(∫ x+VR
′

j=x pjdj, VR
′, s
)

fails the intuitive criterion. Therefore, we have the desired
contradiction and can conclude that rich individuals start to consume the cheap-
est status goods first.

A6. Proof of Lemma 3

Proof. We first replace α = 1
2 into the incentive compatibility constraint, and ob-

tain:

2γyP
1
2 + yP = 2γ (yP − pVR)

1
2 + yP − pVR + VR + s

Let us define x ≡ (yP − pVR)
1
2 and x2 ≡ (yP − pVR). It results that p ≡ yP−x2

VR
. We

then substitute x and x2 into the above incentive compatibility constraint, put all
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the terms on the righthand side, and get:

x2 + 2γx + VR + s− 2γyP
1
2 − yP = 0

Solving for x, we get:

x =
−2γ±

√
4γ2 − 4

(
VR + s− 2γyP

1
2 − yP

)
2

Again, we know that p∗VR ≤ yP must hold. This implies that x ≡ (yP− p∗VR)
1
2 ≥

0, and thus x2 ≡ (yP − p∗VR) ≥ 0. Therefore, we choose the solution for x that
makes it larger than or equal to zero. After simplification, we get:

x = −γ +
{

γ2 −
(

VR + s− 2γyP
1
2 − yP

)} 1
2

To find p, we need to calculate x2:

x2 = 2γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP
1
2 + yP − 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2

We are now able to calculate p, using p ≡ yP−x2
VR

:

p∗ =
−2γ2 + VR + s− 2γyP

1
2 + 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2

VR

A7. Proof of condition (5)

Proof.

x ≡ (yP − p∗VR)
1
2 > 0

⇔ −γ +
(

γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP
1
2 + yP

) 1
2
> 0

⇔ 2γyP
1
2 + yP > s + VR
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A8. Proof of Proposition 4
Proof of result (a)

Proof. We use the implicit function theorem, where the function Q(p∗, s) = 2γ (yP − p∗V)
1
2

− p∗VR + VR + s− 2γyP
1
2 = 0:

dp∗

ds
= − ∂Q/∂s

∂Q/∂p∗
=

1

γ (yP − p∗VR)
− 1

2 VR + VR

> 0

Since, γ > 0 and VR > 0, the above derivative is positive, if and only if (yP − p∗VR)
− 1

2

is greater than zero. The latter term is positive, as condition (5) must hold. Hence,
we can conclude that the relationship between p∗ and s is positive.

Proof of result (b)

Proof. Again, we use the implicit function theorem with Q(yP, p∗) = 2γ (yP − p∗V)
1
2

− p∗VR + VR + s− 2γyP
1
2 = 0 to calculate the derivative of the price with respect

to the income of poor individuals.

dp∗

dyP
= −∂Q/∂yP

∂Q/∂p∗
=

γ (yP − p∗VR)
− 1

2 − γyP
− 1

2

γ (yP − p∗VR)
1
2 VR + VR

> 0

Because condition (5) must be satisfied, and because γ > 0, VR > 0 and (yP − p∗VR)
− 1

2

> yP
− 1

2 , we can state that the above derivative is larger than zero.

Proof of result (c)

Proof. We have already shown in appendix A3 result (c) that, for a given total
income y, an increase in the fraction of poor individuals, β, leads to a rise in
the income of rich individuals, yR. Furthermore, we can see from Lemma 3 that
the income of rich individuals does not appear in the expression of the price. It
implies that the price is insensitive to a change in the population’s composition.

A9. Proof of Lemma 4

Proof. In general terms, we know that the profit of the single monopolist can be
written as:

π = VR (p(VR)− 1) (1− β)
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We plug the expression of the price (Lemma 3) into the above equation, and get:

π =

{
−2γ2 + VR + s− 2γyP

1
2 + 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2 −VR

}
(1− β)

We know that the profit is maximal when VR → 0 and p → ∞. Taking the limit,
we obtain:

πmax = lim
VR→0

π =

{
−2γ2 + s− 2γyP

1
2 + 2γ

(
γ2 − s + 2γyP

1
2 + yP

) 1
2
}
(1− β)

A10. Proof of Proposition 6

Proof. We take the derivative of the maximum profit (Lemma 4) with respect to
yP, and get:

dπmax

dyP
=

{
−γyP

− 1
2 + γ

(
γ2 − s + 2γyP

− 1
2 + yP

)− 1
2
(

γyP
− 1

2 + 1
)}

(1− β) > 0

The derivative is positive, if and only if s > 0. As it is the case, the profit increases
when the poor become richer.

A11. Proof of Proposition 7
Proof of result (a)

Proof.

dVR
∗

dyR
= −1

α

(
yP

α +
α

γ
(yP − yR)

) 1−α
α

(−1) > 0

⇔ yR < yP +
γ

α
yP

α

And we know that this corresponds exactly to condition (9) that holds in any
case.

Proof of result (b)

Proof.

dVR
∗

dyP
= 1− 1

α

(
yα

P +
α

γ
(yP − yR)

) 1−α
α
(

αyP
α−1 +

α

γ
+

α

γ

β

1− β

)
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To simplify, we take α = 1
2 , and get:

dVR
∗

dyP
= 1−

(
yP

1
2 +

1
2γ

(yP − yR)

)(
1
γ

1
1− β

+ yP
− 1

2

)
≷ 0

We then simplify:

1 ≷
(

yP
1
2 +

1
2γ

(yP − yR)

)(
1
γ

1
1− β

+ yP
− 1

2

)
⇔ 1 ≷ 1 +

1
2γ

yP
− 1

2 (yP − yR) +
1
γ

1
1− β

yP
1
2 +

1
2γ2

1
1− β

(yP − yR)

⇔ 0 ≷
1

2γ
(yP − yR) +

1
γ

1
1− β

yP +
1

2γ2
1

1− β
yP

3
2 − 1

2γ2
1

1− β
yP

1
2 yR

⇔ 0 ≷
1
γ

1
1− β

yP
3
2 +

3− β

1− β
yP − yR

(
1 +

1
γ

1
1− β

yP
1
2

)
⇔ yR

(
1 +

1
γ

1
1− β

yP
1
2

)
≷

3− β

1− β
yP +

1
γ

1
1− β

yP
3
2

⇔ yR ≷

3−β
1−β yP + 1

γ
1

1−β yP
3
2(

1 + 1
γ

1
1−β yP

1
2

) =
(3− β)γ + yP

1
2

(1− β)γyP−1 + yP
− 1

2

All in all, we obtain:

dVR
∗

dyP
=


> 0 i f yR >

(3− β)γ + yP
1
2

(1− β)γyP−1 + yP
− 1

2

< 0 i f yR <
(3− β)γ + yP

1
2

(1− β)γyP−1 + yP
− 1

2

Proof of result (c)

Proof. We know that a rise in the proportion of poor individuals leads to an in-
crease in the income of the rich, for a given total income. Indeed, the first result
of proposition 7 is that the variety consumed by rich individuals increases, as the
income of the rich increases. As a result, a increase in β leads to an increase in
VR
∗.
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A12. Proof of Lemma 6

Proof. We first plug α = 1
2 into the incentive compatibility constraint (16):

2γyP
1
2 + 2yP = 2γ (yP − pVR)

1
2 + (yP − pVR) + VR + yR

Let us define x ≡ (yP − pVR)
1
2 and x2 ≡ yP − pVR, plug them into the above

constraint, put all the terms on the righthand side, and get:

x2 + 2γx + VR + yR − 2γyP
1
2 − 2yP = 0

We solve for x, and find:

x =
−2γ±

√
4γ2 − 4

(
VR + yR − 2γyP

1
2 − 2yP

)
2

For the same reason as in section 4.1, p∗VR ≤ yP. This implies that x = (yP −
p∗VR)

1
2 ≥ 0, and thus x2 = (yP − p∗VR) ≥ 0. Therefore, we choose the solution

for x that makes it larger or equal than zero. After simplification, we get:

x = −γ +

√
γ2 −VR − yR + 2γyP

1
2 + 2yP

To find p, we need to calculate x2:

x2 = 2γ2 − 2γ

√
γ2 −VR − yR + 2γyP

1
2 + 2yP −VR − yR + 2γyP

1
2
+ 2yP

From the definition of x, we can calculate p:

p∗ =
−2γ2 + VR + yR − 2γyP

1
2 − yP + 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − yR + 2γyP

1
2 + 2yP

) 1
2

VR
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A13. Proof of condition (11)

Proof.

(yP − pVR)
1
2 > 0

⇔ x = −γ +
(

γ2 −VR − yR + 2γyP
1
2 + 2yP

) 1
2
> 0

⇔ −VR − yR + 2γyP
1
2 + 2yP > 0

⇔ 2γyP
1
2 + 2yP > VR + yR

A14. Proof of Proposition 8

Proof of result (a)

Proof. We use the implicit function theorem with Q(yR, p∗) = 2γ (yP − p∗VR)
1
2 −

p∗VR + VR + yR − 2γyP
1
2 − yP = 0.

dp∗

dyR
= −∂Q/∂yR

∂Q/∂p∗
=

1

γ (yP − p∗VR)
− 1

2 VR + VR

> 0

Because VR > 0 and condition (11) holds in any case, the derivative of the price
with respect to rich individuals’ absolute wealth is positive.

Proof of result (b)

Proof.

dp∗

dyP
=

1
VR

{
γ
(

γ2 −VR − yR + 2γyP
1
2 + 2yP

)− 1
2
(

β

1− β
+ γyP

− 1
2 + 2

)
− β

1− β

− γyP
− 1

2 − 1
}
≷ 0

⇔ γ
(

γ2 −VR − yR + 2γyP
1
2 + 2yP

)− 1
2
(

1
1− β

+ γyP
− 1

2 + 1
)
≷ γyP

− 1
2 +

1
1− β

⇔ γ2
(

γ2 −VR − yR + 2γyP
1
2 + 2yP

)−1
(

1
1− β

+ γyP
− 1

2 + 1
)2

≷ γ2yP
−1

+
2

1− β
γyP

− 1
2 +

1
(1− β)2
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⇔ γ2

(1− β)2 +
2

1− β
γ3yP

− 1
2 +

2γ2

1− β
+ γ4yP

−1 + 2γ3yP
− 1

2 + γ2 ≷ γ4yP
−1

+
2

1− β
γ3yP

− 1
2 +

γ2

(1− β)2 − (VR + yR)

(
γ2yP

−1 +
2

1− β
γyP

− 1
2 +

1
(1− β)2

)
+ 2γ3yP

− 1
2 +

4γ2

1− β
+

2γ

(1− β)2 yP
1
2 + 2γ2 +

4γ

1− β
yP

1
2 +

2
(1− β)2 yP

⇔ yR

(
γ2yP

−1 +
2

1− β
γyP

− 1
2 +

1
(1− β)2

)
≷

γ(6− 4β)

(1− β)2 yP
1
2 +

3− β

1− β
γ2 +

2
(1− β)2 yP

− VR

(
γ2yP

−1 +
2

1− β
γyP

− 1
2 +

1
(1− β)2

)
⇔ yR ≷

(3− β)(1− β)γ2 + γ(6− 4β)yP
1
2 + 2yP

(1− β)2γ2yP−1 + 2(1− β)γyP
− 1

2 + 1
−VR

All in all, we obtain:

dp∗

dyP
=


> 0 i f yR >

(3− β)(1− β)γ2 + γ(6− 4β)yP
1
2 + 2yP

(1− β)2γ2yP−1 + 2(1− β)γyP
− 1

2 + 1
−VR

< 0 i f yR <
(3− β)(1− β)γ2 + γ(6− 4β)yP

1
2 + 2yP

(1− β)2γ2yP−1 + 2(1− β)γyP
− 1

2 + 1
−VR

Proof of result (c)

Proof. As always, an increase in the fraction of the poor raises the income received
by every rich individual, for a given total income. As a result, yR rises. And we
have already shown that the derivative of p∗ with respect to yR is positive.

A15. Proof of Lemma 7

Proof. We replace the expression of the price (Lemma 6) into the profit, and get:

π = VR (p(VR)− 1) (1− β)

=

(
−2γ2 + VR + yR − 2γyP

1
2 − yP + 2γ

(
γ2 −VR − yR + 2γyP

1
2 + 2yP

) 1
2 −VR

)
·

(1− β)

To obtain the maximal profit, we have to take the limit of the profit, when VR is
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going to zero. The above expression becomes:

πmax = lim
VR→0

π =

(
−2γ2 + yR − 2γyP

1
2 − yP + 2γ

(
γ2 − yR + 2γyP

1
2 + 2yP

) 1
2
)
(1− β)

A16. Proof of Proposition 9

Proof. We take the derivative of the maximum profit (Lemma 7) with respect to
yP, and get:

dπ
dyP

= (1− β)

(
− β

1− β
− γyP

− 1
2 − 1

)
+ (1− β)

{
γ
(

γ2 − yR + 2γyP
1
2 + 2yP

)− 1
2
(

β

1− β
+ γyP

− 1
2 + 2

)}
≷ 0

⇔ γ
(

γ2 − yR + 2γyP
1
2 + 2yP

)− 1
2
(

1
1− β

+ γyP
− 1

2 + 1
)
≷ γyP

− 1
2 +

1
1− β

⇔ γ2
(

γ2 − yR + 2γyP
1
2 + 2yP

)−1
(

1
1− β

+ γyP
− 1

2 + 1
)2

≷ γ2yP
−1

+
2

1− β
γyP

− 1
2 +

1
(1− β)2

⇔ γ2

(1− β)2 +
2

1− β
γ3yP

− 1
2 +

2γ2

1− β
+ γ4yP

−1 + 2γ3yP
− 1

2 + γ2 ≷ γ4yP
−1

+
2

1− β
γ3yP

− 1
2 +

γ2

(1− β)2 − yR

(
γ2yP

−1 +
2

1− β
γyP

− 1
2 +

1
(1− β)2

)
+ 2γ3yP

− 1
2 +

4γ2

1− β
+

2γ

(1− β)2 yP
1
2 + 2γ2 +

4γ

1− β
yP

1
2 +

2
(1− β)2 yP

⇔ yR

(
γ2yP

−1 +
2

1− β
γyP

− 1
2 +

1
(1− β)2

)
≷

γ(6− 4β)

(1− β)2 yP
1
2 +

3− β

1− β
γ2

+
2

(1− β)2 yP

⇔ yR ≷
(3− β)(1− β)γ2 + γ(6− 4β)yP

1
2 + 2yP

(1− β)2γ2yP−1 + 2(1− β)γyP
− 1

2 + 1
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All in all, we have:

dπ

dyP
=


> 0 i f yR >

(3− β)(1− β)γ2 + γ(6− 4β)yP
1
2 + 2yP

(1− β)2γ2yP−1 + 2(1− β)γyP
− 1

2 + 1

< 0 i f yR <
(3− β)(1− β)γ2 + γ(6− 4β)yP

1
2 + 2yP

(1− β)2γ2yP−1 + 2(1− β)γyP
− 1

2 + 1

A17. Proof of Proposition 10

Proof. Let us first remind that condition (9) implies that:γ

(
yR − yP +

(
yP

α +
α

γ
(yP − yR)

) 1
α

)α−1

+ 1

 > 0

It follows that γyP
α−1 − γ

(
yP

α + α
γ (yP − yR)

) α−1
α

+ 1 + β
1−β must be larger than

zero. To simplify calculations, we replace α = 1
2 . We thus get:

γyP
− 1

2 − γ

(
y

1
2 +

1
2γ

(yP − yR)

)−1

+
1

1− β
> 0

⇔ γyP
− 1

2 +
1

1− β
> γ

(
y

1
2 +

1
2γ

(yP − yR)

)−1

We then multiply both sides by yP
1
2

(
yP

1
2 + 1

2γ (yP − yR)
)

, and obtain:

γyP
1
2 +

1
2
(yP − yR) +

1
1− β

yP +
1

1− β

1
2γ

(yP − yR) yP
1
2 > γyP

1
2

After simplification, we get:

yR

(
1
2
+

1
1− β

1
2γ

yP
1
2

)
< yP

(
1
2
+

1
1− β

1
2γ

yP
1
2 +

1
1− β

)
⇔ yR <

γ (3− β) + yP
1
2

γ (1− β) yP−1 + yP
− 1

2
(1)

Naturally, we also need naturally is that the whole derivative (16) is larger than
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zero. In order to simplify calculations, let us first rewrite equation (16) as follows:

dUR

dyP
= − β

1− β

γ

(
yR − yP +

(
yP

α +
α

γ
(yP − yR)

) 1
α

)α−1

+ 1


+

γ

(
yR − yP +

(
yP

α +
α

γ
(yP − yR)

) 1
α

)α−1


×
{
−1 +

(
yP

α +
α

γ
(yP − yR)

) 1−α
α
(

yP
α−1 +

1
γ

(
1

1− β

))}

− β

1− β
> 0

To further simplify the analysis, we set α = 1
2 and get:

dUR

dyP
= − β

1− β

γ

(
yR − yP +

(
yP

1
2 +

1
2γ

(yP − yR)

)2
)− 1

2

+ 1


+

γ

(
yR − yP +

(
yP

1
2 +

1
2γ

(yP − yR)

)2
)− 1

2


×
{
−1 +

(
yP

1
2 +

1
2γ

(yP − yR)

)(
yP
− 1

2 +
1
γ

(
1

1− β

))}
− β

1− β
> 0 (2)

Proof for β = 0

Proof. When β = 0, equation (2) becomes:

dUR

dyP
= γ

(
yR − yP +

(
yP

1
2 +

1
2γ

(yP − yR)

)2
)− 1

2

×
{
−1 +

(
yP

1
2 +

1
2γ

(yP − yR)

)(
yP
− 1

2 +
1
γ

)}
> 0

We then solve for yR, and obtain:

yR <
3γ + yP

1
2

γyP−1 + yP
− 1

2
(3)
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Conditions (3) is identical to condition (1) when β = 0.

Proof for yP = yR

Proof. We plug yR = yP into equation (2), and find:

dUR

dyP
= − β

1− β
γyP

− 1
2 − β

1− β
− γyP

− 1
2 + γyP

− 1
2 yP

1
2

(
yP
− 1

2 +
1
γ

(
1

1− β

))
− β

1− β
> 0

After simplification, we find:

yP >

(
βγ

1− 2β

)2

(4)

Note that if yP = yR, condition (9) becomes yP > 0. Furthermore, the condition
under which the variety of status goods consumed by the rich decreases in the
income of the poor (Proposition 7) becomes yP > 0 too. Therefore, condition (4)
is more restrictive.

A18. Proof of Proposition 11

Proof. We first insert β = 0 into equation (17), simplify, and get:

dUR

dyP
=

{
1 + γyP

− 1
2 − γ

(
γ2 − yR + 2yP + 2γyP

1
2

)− 1
2
(

2 + γyP
− 1

2

)}

×

1 + γ

(
2γ2 + yP + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 − yR + 2yP + 2γyP

1
2

) 1
2
)− 1

2


We know that γ

(
2γ2 + yP + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 − yR + 2yP + 2γyP

1
2

) 1
2
)

is equal to

yR − F. Since yP − F is positive, it follows that yR − F is positive too. It implies
that the whole expression1 + γ

(
2γ2 + yP + 2γyP

1
2 − 2γ

(
γ2 − yR + 2yP + 2γyP

1
2

) 1
2
)− 1

2

 is positive and

we can divide the above derivative by this latter expression. We end up with:

1 + γyP
− 1

2 − γ
(

γ2 − yR + 2yP + 2γyP
1
2

)− 1
2
(

2 + γyP
− 1

2

)
> 0
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After simplification, we obtain:

yR <
3γ2 + 6γyP

1
2 + 2yP

γ2yP−1 + 2γyP
− 1

2 + 1
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